First
Africa
Week

GQ
hosts
"Real
Talk"

LEPAGE VISITS CAMPUS

By KYLIE VANBUREN
NEWS STAFF

Last week , the Colby African Society sponsored "My
Africa: Arts and Culture ," a
week of events designed to
raise awareness about the
culture of different African
countries and present a different image of Africa than
what students might normal-'
ly see in the media.
Jean-Jacques Ndaytsenga
' 13 , who is from Rwanda and
is one of the organizers of
the event week , said , "Let 's
learn good things about
Africa , too. " Africa Week
aimed to show the positive
aspects of African culture ,
as well as the controversial
issues , with movie presenta-

Africa Week
is an
especially
significant
event now
that the
College has
eliminated
the African
studies
minor.
tions , discussions , speakers ,
food anil dancing.
On Thursday, Nov. 3,
guest speaker Ebenezzer
Akakpo from Ghana inspired
his audience with his design
of a U.V. water filter , which
will help provide clean
water to African villages.
Akakpo encouraged the students to "not just appreciate
the beauty of Africa and our
countries but work to save
our countries by introducing
new technology."
The week focused not
only on Africa as a whole ,
but it also managed to highlight individual countries
and cultures through film
screenings , food and dances.
Rumbidzai Gondo ' 14 , another organizer of the event
week , said , "Cultures are
best represented through the
dance show....We are able to
blend all the cultures. " Yet ,
Gondo said , "[There] is still
a long way [to go] until Colby thinks of A f i i c a as different cultures. "
Africa Week is an especially significant event now
that the College has eliminated the African studies minor. Abigael Cheruiyot '12 ,
president of the Colby African Society said , "[The College doesn 't] offer African
studies , and a lot of Colby
students just aren 't aware of
the culture ."
The African studies minor
began as a result of . a U.S.
Department of Education Title VI Grant in the 1997-1998
academic year that was specifically created to focus on
African studies. This included a study abroad program to
South Africa , where students
could take classes that counted toward the minor.
The College eliminated the
See AFRICA. Page 2

By KYUE VANBUREN
NEWS STAFF
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Governor Paul LePage gave a talk about local and state issues in the Ostrove Auditorium in the Diamond Building on Nov. 3.

Occupy eventsspread to the Hill

Students,
faculty
converse in
Diamond

on the same level. There was
no one in charge , no deciding
voice, no hierarchies between
professors and students. It was
exciting to understand what it
means to embody what you
are fi ghting for—equal access
to power."
and
faculty
Students '
members * interest in creating a democratized space in
which anyone can meet to
engage in open critical discussion of issues of socioBy ESTHER KING
economic inequality drove
NEWS STAFF
the event. "At its core , the
More than 50 students and movement can be defined as
faculty members gathered in a sudden outburst of candid
the Diamond Building Atrium conversation about current
on Tuesday, Oct. 25 , to engage social issues. It is really all
in open discussions about about discussion ," Gordon
wealth and socio-economic Fischer '13 said.
"As a political economist ,
status nationwide and on campus as part of the "Occupy I don 't agree with everything
that 's being said
Colb y " event.
at Occupy Wall
Participants
Street , but this
set the agenda
effort to raise
for the afterissues that have
noon using an
been off the ta"Open Space "
ble in national
technique that
discourse for so
draws on anarlong is very imchist and grassportant ," Assoroots democraciate Professor
cy methods and
of Government
is being used to
Walter
Hatch
foster conversaid. "This event
sation
within
was
as
much
an
Occupy moveexpression
of
ments
across
curiosity as it
the
country.
was a protest.
"It only took
voicing
We're
a
coup le
of
minutes to set
, dissent about the
Hannah
DeAngelis
'
quality of disup the ground
Class of 2012
cussion and diaGrant
rules ,"
logue at Colby."
Patch '12 said ,
"It isn 't just
"and then magabout the economy, Patch
ic happened.
Seven different top ics were echoed. "It 's an umbrella for
spontaneousl y proposed for dissent. It 's an opportunity to
small-group discussions in- step back and actually think
cluding
"socio-economic critically about the things
class at Colby " and "what you believe in. "
While there are many
makes Occupy Wall Street
groups
different?" One group had p o l i t i c a l l y - m i n d e d
a conversation centered on on campus , none seemed
"fear " and another debated to have been engaging in
"peaceful resistance versus the kinds of open , c r i t i c a l
discuscollective physical action. " c o m m u n i t y - w i d e
Participants
chose
which sions that were h a p p e n i n g
conversation they wanted to n a t i o n a l l y t h r o u g h the Ocbe a part of and , according to cupy Wall Street m o v e m e n t .
the "two feet " rule , were free "I was surprised that , apart
to get up and move between from the small i n d i v i d u a l
conversations a select few
groups at any time.
"I was surprised that the were h a v i n g w i t h each other
Occupy format of discus- [at the College], it was as
sion—completely by consen- if the events u n f o l d i n g in
sus with no tr,ue leader—really this country did not exist
worked ," Hannah DeAngelis on campus , " R e n z o Moyano
' 12 said. "I had never attended ' 14 said.
However, students respondan event at Colby where I felt
like every person there was ed with great spontaneity and

I was
surprised
that the
Occupy
format of
discussion—
completely
by consensus
with no true
leader—
really worked.

The Gentlemen of Quality
(GQ) club hosted an event in the
Pugh Center on Oct. 27 entitled
"GQ Real Talk," which was
meant to give male students the
opportunity to freely respond
to questions audience members
posed relating to topics such as
the hookup culture, masculinity
and more.
The event was held in a
"fishbowl" setting with five
or six men in the center of the
room, with the rest of the attendees surrounding them.
"The ori ginal purpose of
the event was to change the

The event
gave people
the
opportunity
to hear men
talk candidly
and honestly
about the
topics that
came up.

a willingness to engage in es. "I don 't full y know what
conversation after just three Occupy Wall Street is realposts on the Civil Discourse ly about , and that' s a good
and two days notice before the thing, " he said. "Its strength
gathering on Oct. 25. "People lies in the fact that it lets
have been waiting to have oppositional voices speak
these conversations for a long and that it can 't be pigeontime," Assistant Professor of holed as one person 's interGerman Cyrus Shahan said. est or belief. "
They were just afraid that they
Occupy Colby is leaderwere the only ones or they less and creative. Its aim is to
know
foster dialogue
didn 't
and assert the
how to start it."
College
comClayton Brown '13
DeAngelis
munity 's claim
GQ Member
agreed , "I attended the event
over a space
because I was
that could stand
a little more hustruggling
to
man
presence way we talk about gender on
articulate
to
and healthy dis- campus ," GQ President Edmy friends why
this movement
sent.
"We're win Torres '12 said. Clayton
means so much
constantly being Brown * 13, a GQ member
to me."
taught to interact and an organizer of the event ,
with our envi- said , "The event gave people
The outpourronment within the opportunity to hear men
ing of positive
a structure; but talk candidly and honestly
feedback on the
Civil Discourse
once you get out about the topics that came
following
the
of that structure, up." Both agreed that the
event was a testhat 's when you event was successful , as it
tament to stureally discover sparked emotion and thought ,
dents ' desire to
things," Patch and got people talking.
It was important to GQ
increase
visr
Susie Hufstade said. "The plan
ibility of these
that they, as the organizers
Class of 2012 is just to keep
making
our of the event , made sure it
socio-economic
issues in a varivoices
heard. ran smoothly by facilitating
We don 't have a the conversation and asking
ety of projects
and forums on campus.
detailed plan or goal , but we the questions without getting
"It was refreshing to see have people rallying with us.
students and professors talk- If people have ideas , we want
See GQ, Page 3
ing about issues in an open to hear them."
and motivated discussion ,"
Susie Hufstader ' 12 said.
"I' m optimistic about a movement that will change the way
Colby students talk and think
www.TheColbyEcho.com
about wealth. This is an opportunity for us to address issues of class."
"It's important to realize
that even though Colby is
a private institution , we 're
still a part of this national economic structure and
we 're entitled to talk about
it ," Patch said.
"The issues raised in the
Occupy Movement are global issues that everyone must
be concerned with ," Fischer
said. "Everyone is part of
this movement whether they
realize it or not , and it is your
willingness to contribute to
the collective effort toward
social change that qualifies
you as a spokesperson for
the movement. Everyone has
a voice. "
Shahan emphasized the
power of the decentralized
nature of the Occupy movement and the importance of
the opportunities for open
discussion that it encourag-

It was
refreshing to
see students
and
professors
talking
about issues
in an open
and
motivated
discussion.
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Promoting African awareness

Events
showcase
cultures

By DAN SUNDERLAND
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

From AFRICA, Page 1

program due to a lack of faculty w i t h particular k n o w l edge of the subject. Initially,
when the program began, the
College had the faculty to
staff it. However , the College
did not rep lace professors
who left or retired , which
weakened the program until
it was finally eliminated after
the 2009-10 academic year.
At this time, the College
does not offer a regular program of courses for students
interested in studying African
culture. Even within the global
studies major there are significantly fewer courses focused
on Africa—only seven overall.
In hosting Africa Week , the
Colby African Society hoped
to make the administration
aware of a strong student interest in African studies and
to continue to build student
interest in African culture.
Professor of Anthropology
Catherine
Besteman, who
taught classes w i t h i n the mi-

I

Adams, Terhune
discuss vandalism,
campus changes

CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO

Students participate in an African drumming performance in Page Commons as pa rt of Africa Week.
nor, commented. "It 's a contradiction that C olby claims to
be a global campus and then
is missing a major part of the
world in the curriculum. " Africa is the second most populous and second biggest continent after Asia. and. w ith over
one billion people, that is a
significant part of the world
to not be exploring.

Besteman , who currently
teaches the course Ethnographies of Africa , said , "It 's
not a lack of interest from the
students. I have 20-25 students in my class and another
20-25 on the waiting list."
The Colby African Society
hopes to convince the administration to make improvements
to the program—as they have

%872JT3 P J

done in the past in East Asian
studies and Latin American
studies—and to make the effort to acquire the necessary
specialized faculty. Until the
African studies program is
reinstated, the Colby African
Society will continue to host
events to increase interest and
awareness of the diverse cultures of Africa.

At its meeting on Nov. 6,
Student Government Association (SGA) members discussed current College affairs and future initiatives
with President William "Bro"
Adams and Vice President
for Student Affairs and Dean
of Students James Terhune.
Members also passed motions regarding the automatic
lights on campus and the purchase of a GPS for the jitney.
Adams began with a discussion on residence hall vandalism , emphasizing the role of
students—and
particularly
student leaders—in setting an
examp le for others.
"To me, this issue comes
down , really, to what kind of
culture you have and want to
have at Colby, " Adams said.
"What I do worry about is the
reluctance of students to call
out their peers on this and also
in some cases to share information
about
people who may
be doing this. I
understand the
notion of student solidarity
and all that , but
when it comes to
something this
basic and something this disappointing and
contrary to our
values , I think
it 's up to the
student
body,
and [the administration], too ,
to say, 'This is
not OK. This is
just not OK , and
we 're not going
to accept it. "'
Alfond Apartments President
Claire Grady *12
asked Adams and
Terhune
how
they felt about
installing security cameras in
public residence hall areas.
Both Adams and Terhune stated
that this would be unlikely to
occur due to student privacy
concerns , though Terhune said
that "there has been some talk
about possibly, temporarily,
putting cameras in public spaces, pointed at life-safety systems." He noted that there have
been an alarming number of
vandalism incidents involving
these systems, including exit
signs and fire extinguishers.
"Hopefull y, this won 't be
necessary," Terhune said. Adams reaffirmed his belief that
a change in the campus culture
surrounding the vandalism
would prevent measures such
as these from being needed.
Adams also addressed upcoming improvements to the
campus grounds. Among other things , this includes a new
psychology building near the
Colby Museum of Art . Administrative offices in Roberts
would be moved to Grossman,
allowing the top two floors of
the Roberts building to be converted into student residences.

Terhune estimates that this
project will net enough space
for 50 more beds.
SGA and Adams also discussed Adams' idea to make the
College free of tobacco products. Adams said that this idea
came to him after attending a
conference, and he has already
presented it to the Healthcare
Advisory Committee.
"As an employer paying for
the healthcare of our emp loyees, we have a deep interest
in leading people toward the
cessation of smoking," Adams said. "If we can prompt
healthier habits in the way the
students live , that 's a good
thing, too."
Adams stressed that this
would be a gradual change
and that the College would
have to look into resources
that it could provide to both
employees and students to
make it a reality.
As of this meeting, the
Healthcare Advisory Committee had discussed this
matter, but it had not yet
made a statement to Adams
regarding
its
conclusions.
After
these
discussions with
Adams and Terhune , SGA proceeded to debate
three motions on
its agenda.
East
Quad
Dorm President
Monica
Davis
' 13 moved to
have all automatic light timers on campus to
turn on at 4 p.m.
and turn off at
3 a.m., citing a
recommendation from EnviroCo . According
to Davis, many
lights on campus are on automatic timers.
In considering the safety issues involved
in shut-off times , AnthonyMitchell-Schupf (AMS) Dorm
President Peter Landsman '12
moved to amend the wording to specify that the new
policy would apply only to
indoor lighting. Senior Class
President Tracey Tomlinson
moved to further amend the
time range to between sunset and sunrise. This fullyamended motion passed and
SGA will present it to the
Physical Plant Department as
a recommendation.
Davis further moved for all
bleached paper products on
campus to be replaced with
recycled paper products. SGA
voted to table this motion to
further review the EcoRep data
on the subject.
Piper Dorm President Ginger
Brooker '14 moved for SGA to
purchase a GPS for the jitney in
order to increase its efficiency,
noting that drivers often have
trouble locating uncommon destinations. This motion passed,
and SGA Treasurer Lane McVey
'12 will bring this purchase idea
to the Finance Committee.

Adams began
with a
discussion
on residence
hall
vandalism,
emphasizing
the role of
students—
and
particularly
student
leaders—in
setting an
example for
others.

Colby College Department of Security
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Creatine a conflict-free campus

STAND
initiative
takes hold
By RUMB1DZAIGONDO
NEWS STAFF

"The link between conflict
minerals and mass rape [in the
Congo] is crystal clear. So the
first and foremost priority for
ending the war here is to set
up a system to regulate the
minerals trade," Congolese
activist Justine Masika said.
STAND, the College's chapter of the student-led division
of United to End Genocide
(formerly the Genocide-Intervention Network), is hoping to
help end the war over conflict
minerals in the Congo through
participation in the conflict-free
campus initiative.
A conflict-free campus is
one that does not buy electronics that are the product
of resource exploitation in
the Congo. The College 's
STAND chapter is petitioning the administration to make
the College conflict-free. The
conflict-free campus initiative
is being discussed in STAND
conferences worldwide as part
of Raise Hope for Congo, an
Enough Campaign.
According to John Prender-

gast, the co-founder of Enough, sten and tantalum—the supif there had not been interna- p ly will continue along with
tional intervention in the dia- the atrocities. In this war for
mond trade that was fuelling resources, mineworkers are
wars in parts of West Africa, assaulted and paid close to
most likely those wars would nothing; villages that are rich
in minerals, are raided and the
still be raging on.
Katy Lindquist '14, the women are raped.
leader of
the
College 's
The Colleee 's STAND chapSTAND chapter—inspired by
ter said, "It 's
other
schools
Congo 's
turn
including Stannow. The minerford University,
als that go into
the University
our
electronic
of Pennsylvania
products
need
and Clark Unia certification
versity, among
system to weed
others—wants
out the prodto make students
aware of what is
ucts that fuels
violence.
We
going on in the
need to create
Congo, how it is
a major ecoindirectly connomic incentive
nected to their
for the peacelives and what
ful , legal develthey can do.
opment of the
They also want
Central African
the College adminerals
secministration to
trace where they
tor." Lindquist
believes that the
purchase
their
voices or stuelectronic products and to indents can bring about politi- stead buy from conflict-free
cal action , as seen in the rally companies or those trying to
around Darfur and other simi- become conflict-free.
lar student movements.
Each department , when
Lindquist said "simple sup- they make requests for new
demand'''
and
is
the
root
of
resources
each spring, could
ply
the continued exploitation of consider making requests for
the Congo. If people demand conflict free electronics. The
electronics and other products College currently is a mathat use minerals produced in jor customer of Apple and
mines in the Congo—tin, tung- Dell , which , according to the

A conflictfree campus
is one that
does not buy
electronics
that are the
product of
resource
exploitation
in the
Congo.

STAND conflict-free scoring system, are both in the
"Yellow: Room for Improvement" bracket.
Colby STAND acknowledges that going conflict-free is
not enough to end the exploitation of the Congo altogether,
but it is a start. It is a challenge
to trace where every resource
comes from that goes into a
product , but if colleges and
universities—institutions that
are a some of the largest consumers of electronics—work
towards this goal , STAND
and Enough believe it will put
pressure on companies to try
to become conflict-free so that
they do not lose a large part of
their market.
Congolese
student
Kimara Nzamubona ' 14 said,
"Change starts with us. It's
amazing how much a driven
student body can achieve in
collaboration with [the Goldfarb Center] and other campus organizations." STAND,
in the words of Raise Hope
for Congo, wants to "[take]
the lead in keeping the pressure on electronic companies
and decision makers to clean
up Congo's supply chains by
encouraging colleges and universities to support conflictfree electronics. "
To learn more about Raise
Hope for Congo and the conflict-free campus initiative,
visit: http://www.raisehopeforcongo.org/

First Real Talk Womencomplete

GQ e v e n t s p a r k s
controversy, prompts
conversation on Hill
From GQ, Page 1
involved in the discussions.
Many of the members on the
GQ executive board have taken Women 's, Gender and Sexuality Studies (WGSS) courses where they discuss gender
issues in an academic setting.
Therefore , they believed they
would
have
skewed
the
conversation ,
which aimed to
honestly portray
the
thoughts
of what is perceived to be the
typical male.
The
group
also
wanted
the
circle to
be organic and
wanted the men
to feel comfortable to freely
share
their
opinions. In order to achieve
this , they held
off hearing responses
from
those
outside
the fishbowl until the question
and answer session was comp lete. However, that meant
letting the men in the center
completely direct the conversation , while others in attendance were not allowed to
open up a dialogue or respond
to the men when the subject
turned to some of the more
difficult issues of sexuality,
masculinity and race.
The controversial event
varied
reactions ,
. elicited
from anger to understanding
and everything in between.
There were males who agreed
with points made by others in
the fishbowl and others who
disagreed. Some women in
the audience were interested
in what the men had to say,
while others were upset by
their responses. Quite a few
audience members were annoyed by different aspects of
the event including the opinions of those in the circle
and having to wait to express

their emotions.
The organizers were not
fazed by. reactions to what the
men had to say, though; they
expected them. Brown said,
"I understand why [women]
would be mad , but their opinion is only right , after what's
been said."
Some agreed that the controversy was needed in order
to question opinions and lead to
change. Cassic
Smith '15 said,
"When you ask
the opinion of
the male perspective,
you
can 't get mad at
their experience
or opinion. It
isn 't the whole
view of males ,
and it 's not right
to
undermine
people 's experience and attack
them."
Torres
said ,
"I' m a big fan
of controversy.
I' ve always been
against
sacrificing education [to remain
politically correct], but we
want to follow throug h with
the issues that the conversations bring up. " He found
that many of the comments in
the one women 's round at the
end of the event were negative , criticizing the event as
an exhibition of structural
sexism and as counterproductive. However, there were
some
positive
comments
made about how to alter the
way the event was run to get a
better dialogue in the future.
"We know the event was
heteronormative ," Torres said ,
"but the first step...was to get
guys to talk. " GQ hopes Real
Talk will get males involved in
campus conversations on gender. Feedback from the surveys
Torres sent out on the General
Announcements "to alternate
between a round of guys and a
round of girls , is something we
are considering for next time ,"
he said.

The group
also wanted
the circle to
be organic
and wanted
the men
to feel
comfortable
to freely
share their
opinions.

WAGE workshop
By CHARLOTTEWIESENBERG
NEWS STAFF

On Oct. 17 , approximately 20 women from the College attended the Women Are
Getting Even (WAGE) Project 's Start Smart workshop.
The WAGE Project is a national organization dedicated to ending discrimination
against women in the workplace and , more specificall y,
ensuring that women and
men are paid equally.
The WAGE Project 's National Director of Campus and
Community Initiatives Annie
Houle led the workshop . Last
spring, Houle happened to sit
next to Dana Roberts ' 12 on a
flight headed to California. In
conversation , she mentioned
the WAGE Project to Roberts , and the two exchanged
information in the hopes that
Houle could bring the workshop to the College. Roberts
facilitated contact between
Houle and Assistant Director of the Career Center Leslie King lsey. Kingsley was
excited at the opportunity
to host the workshop at the
College and spent over two
months planning the event.
Houle began the workshop
by presenting some alarming
statistics. She explained that
for every dollar a man earns,
a woman earns 77 cents- African American women and
Latina women earn even less:
African American women
earn 67 cents and Latina
women earn only 57 cents
for every dollar a man earns.
Additionally, women college
graduates will earn between
one and two million dollars
less than the men graduating
next to them with the same
college degree.
In the workshop, Houle
taught students through handson activities, such as rote-playing, how to negotiate salaries
and benefit packages. Students
divided into small groups and
one person pretended to be an
employer and the other pretended to be a job candidate.
"This taught students not only
how to negotiate a salary and
benefit package , but it also
showed them how to accept
a job and how to prepare for
that first year out of college,"
Kingsley said.

Students who attended responded positively to the
workshop. "For me , the most
striking part about the gender gap is that many of the
problems of salary disparity
can be avoided if women just
speak up," Laura Maloney
'12 said. "This workshop really reinforced for me that it
is important to be confident
in my qualifications."
Kingsley hopes that these
workshops will continue. However, she hopes to expand the
workshop to include men and
women. "We know that students here are really busy, but
this is not another traditional
workshop. You really get a
deeper understanding that this
is a prominent issue in today 's
economy," she said.
Additionally, Kingsley expressed that she hopes to educate men so that they can be allies for women in this area. "We
don 't want to out male students
or to make them feel bad. We
want to show them how they
can be a [agent of change],"
she added.
Ideally, the workshop would
be offered several times a semester. All five members of
the Career Center team have
been trained to lead Start Smart
workshops . Kingsley hopes
that the Career Center can offer a number of workshops
specific to different subject areas, whether specific to majors
or prospective career fields.
However, she emphasized that
she would like to bring Houle
back at least once a semester,
because "she is just so great at
connecting with college girls."
Roberts echoed , "1 really hope
that Annie can come back to
campus next year and spread
this important message."
In fact , Houle said that she
received at least eight thank
you notes from women who
attended the workshop on the
Hill. "This speaks really highly
of the Colby community, and it
is something everyone should
be proud of," Kingsley said.
Kingsley hopes that students from all class years will
take advantage of the opportunity to attend this eye-opening
workshop in the future. "Our
motto at the Career Center is
'inspired success.' We want to
make sure that everyone has
the same chance at post-graduate success," she said.
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news briefs

I College reaff irms "no loans " I
In a meeting held in late October, trustees of the College reaffirmed their 2008 decision to replace student loans with grants,
and approved a recommendation to extend the no-loan policy
through the Class of 2020.
"We think it makes us distinctive because not many institutions arc doing this," President William "Bro" Adams said. According to Adams, the policy not only gives the College an advantage in the recruiting and admissions process, but also helps
students graduate with less debt.
In 2008, the College was among a number of institutions that
pledged to eliminate packaged loans, according to an Oct. 27
press release, "Amidst Student Loan Crisis, Colby Reaffirms
*No Loans.*" Since then, the economic crisis has forced many
of those colleges to retract their commitments. Adams now estimates that the number of schools with no-loan policies has decreased to "probably 10 or fewer." The College is among the few
schools that retained the no-loans policy.
"It would be difficult in this environment to defend moving
away from [the policy] because, while the College is in relatively
better financial shape, the economy is not," Adams said.
The money for the grants comes from both financial endowment restricted to financial aid as well as from other unrestricted
revenues. "Every student who receives financial aid at Colby
benefits. The policy now affects roughly 41 percent of all Colby
students," Adams said.
According to the press release, "The average first-year financial aid package is $39,230. Colby awarded more than $25 million in grant aid during the 20 10-2011 academic year."
The presentation of loan policy recommendations at the recent
trustee meeting resulted in the decision to aggressively promote
the extended no-loan policy to prospective students.
Because the program was initiated in 2008, there will be a
thorough analysis of its effect on the current student body to
determine statistical information about the "recruitment, enrollment and retention of aided students."
In the fall of 2015, the Board of Trustees will discuss the possibility of extending the no-loan policy to the classes of 202 1
and beyond.
—Caf e Donovan. News Staff

I "Seven Walls " v a n d a l i z e d
The phrases "Why" and "Is this art?" were spray-painted
on the College Museum of Art's Sol LeWitt sculpture, "Seven
Walls" on Monday, Nov. 7. Following the incident, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty Lori Kletzer sent
an Official Notice to the campus community Nov. 8 expressing
the College's disapproval of the actKletzer wrote that "[n]o one, least of all artists and those who
love art, would deny that creative works often provoke strong
reactions among those who encounter them. And those reactions
are legitimate and welcome, especially in a community devoted
to the free and civil exchange of ideas." However, "when those
reactions find expression in defacement and destruction, they
become nothing more than cowardly, outrageous acts of vandalism—a knife to the heart of civil exchange."
According to the press release on the College's website,
"One of Le-Witt's signature ideas is to have others actually
create the work, adhering to the concept according to his detailed instructions."
LeWitt specifically designed the sculpture for the College's
museum, and it was dedicated in 2002, according to a press release posted on the College's website. Additional pieces LeWitt
designed—including Wall Drawing 803: Wavy Color Bands
Within a Grey, Red, Yellow and Blue Border— appear in the museum as permanent displays.
In the e-mail, Kletzer and members of the College's art community suggested that "the authors) of the act will consider a
different way of confronting the difficult questions about what
constitutes art: take an art history course, or more than one, and
discover why Sol LeWitt's work made him, in the words of Michael Kimmelman, 'a lodestar of modern American art' and an
artist who 'helped establish Conceptualism and Minimalism as
dominant movements of the postwar era.'"
—Sarah Lyon. News Editor and
Lauren Fiorelli, Asst. News Editor

SAATCHI-GALLERYCO.UK

LeWitt s sculpture is located near the College s Museum of Art.

ONLINE THIS WEEK:

Sarah Barrese looks into how
seniors graduating early are
dealing with the College 's AP
Credit policy.
visit www THECOLBYE CHO.com
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Student loans affect College , nation

CHRIS WASPRMVTHE COLBf ECHO

Althoug h President Obama s' new loan replacement program was set to launch in 2014. its passing has been accelerated to go into effect next year.
By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Earlier this year. Director of
Student Financial Services Cynthia Wells said a senior came to
see her after he was offered a
job post-graduation. "He said ,
'Can I sit down and talk to you
about my loans because 1 need
to know whether I can afford to
take this job offer, '" Wells said.
It sounds ironic—students
worrying about whether they can
afford to accept paying jobs—but
when many students are graduating from colleges and universities with thousands of dollars in
student loans , they need to know
whether they can make enough
money to repay them.
Wells was happy lo sit dow n
with this student and help him
evaluate his financial future. "I
can at least say. 'This is what
your loan is going lo look like
when you go into repayment,'"
Wells said , and then she can help
students to make decisions about
jobs based on this information.

According to the College 's admissions ' website: "Colby does
not expect its students to borrow
to pay College costs and loans are
not included in the aid packages
of students who need financial
assistance as determined by the
College. Students may still elect
to borrow, depending upon personal and family circumstances,
but their election to assume loans
will be entirely their option. "
Nevertheless , in the class of
2010 , 37 percent of students
took out at least one federal student loan during their four years
on the Hill. These students graduated with an average federal
student loan debt of SI6 ,050.
This number does not include
loans from private lenders or arrangements students might have
made to pay back family members who took out loans in their
own names.
Wells slates that the College 's
"No Loan Financial Aid Policy,"
which awards students grants
w here it had previously given
out loans, has helped to lower the

amount of loans students take out
to pay for tuition since it went into
effect in 2008, but this does not
mean that students have stopped
taking out loans entirely.
The title "loan-replacement
grant" is more accurate than "no
loan policy grant," Wells explained , because "we knew that
students were still going to [take
out loans] to help their family."
Many students consider the
cost of their college education
even before they get to school.
When Quinn Ziegler *14 was
comparing college acceptance
letters , he had to consider more
than a school's location or its
student-to-teacher ratio. "When
I was choosing where to go, I
had to keep in mind how much
financial aid 1 received from
each school," he said. "It wasn't
a primary factor, but it definitely
swayed my decision."
Zieg ler chose to come to
the College because its financial aid policy gave him one of
the largest financial aid packages in comparison to the other

Dottie greets all diners , brings
joy to the students on campus
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
CO-EDITOR-tN-CHtEF

Well-known and dear to students across campus, Roberts '
Dining Hall card checker Dorothy Hudson—Dottie—is a bit of
a celebrity in her own right.
There's something about Dottie that makes college dining
feel a little bit more like home.
Maybe it 's because she has made
a serious effort to remember as
many faces as possible , greets
students by name and takes a
moment to chat.
Although her Maine accent
may suggest otherwise, Dottie
was actually born in Montreal ,
Canada. She moved to Albion ,
Maine with her family when she
was seven years old and lived for
a year on a farm with a man who
"came over on the boat [from
Scotland] with my grandfather ,"
she said.
Coming from a city, country
life was new to Dottie, and the
contrast was especially sharp as
they stayed in a house with "no
lights and no bathroom ," she said.
Soon, though , her family
got their own farm where she,
her sister and her four brothers
pitched in to keep up the property. The siblings attended a oneroom schoolhousc , where her
brother used to say "he was the
smartest kid in the eighth grade. "
He was also the only kid in the
eighth grade. Dottie , however ,
was one of three in her class.
She said she liked country life
and reminisced , "Back then everyone knew each other, and they

took us in more or less. "The
mailman used to also bring our
bread ," she said, laughing.
In addition to running the
farm, her father trained horses
and worked at the Hallsworth and
Whitney Paper Mill—the same
mill where Dottie spent most of
her career years later, although
during her tenure it was called

[Dottie] began
in the dish
room, but when
she broke her
ankle, she
moved to
work as a card
checker—the
gatekeeper
to the
dining hall.
the Scott Paper Mill. She retired
in 1997 before the mill closed and
remembers , with a sense of nostal gia, the days when the mill was
1,000 workers strong. By the end ,
employees dwindled to around
200. she said , but that former
emblem of Maine vitality really
meant a lot to her: the mill' s old
employees still hold an annual
reunion "because we were a family," she said. "When I used lo go
by that mill , I'd get teary-eyed."

Although Dottie, mother to
four and grandmother to eight,
has lived most of her life in
Maine, she has also lived abroad
(England) and in different places
across the United States (Alabama, Oklahoma, Mississippi)
as a former military wife.
Now she lives in Rome, Maine
and is surrounded by family. She
shares a house with her youngest
brother, two other brothers live
in town (one seven miles down
the road and one only a door
down), the eldest brother still
lives in Maine and her sister has
passed away. Three of her sons
live in Maine , and one is in Nevada , but she still sees him frequentl y even though she refuses
to fly anymore. "I don 't like flying, " she said.
Dottie came to the Hill in
2001 after spending a few years
volunteering in a hospital. She
said she saw an advertisement
for dining service workers in
the local newspaper and thought
to herself , "Well , if I' m working, I might as well make some
money." She began in the dish
room , but when she broke her
ankle , she moved to work as a
card checker—the gatekeeper to
the dining hall—where she has
stayed ever since.
"I like it. I like the kids ,"
she said.
Beyond the College, Dottie
likes to read. "A lot ," she said.
From mysteries to plain old "nice
stories ," her books tend to have a
common theme; they are stories
about families and relationships.
"I just like people," she said.
"I always have liked people."

schools of equal caliber into
which he was accepted. Even
with this financial aid , however, Ziegler has had to take out
student loans each semester to
pay for tuition.
An Oct. 26 Huffington Post
article states that "total outstanding student debt has passed SI
trillion , more than the nation 's
credit card debt , and average
indebtedness for students is rising... .From private nonprofituniversities, 65 percent [of students] graduated with debt averaging about $28,000."
The same Huffington Post
article explains, "[President
Barack] Obama will accelerate
a law passed by Congress last
year that lowers the maximum
required payment on student
loans from 15 percent of discretionary income annually to
10 percent for eligible borrowers." To be eligible for the plan ,
borrowers must have taken their
loan out no earlier than 2008.
Also in accordance with
Obama 's loan plan , remaining

debt on the federal loans would be will be paying for his education
forgiven after 20 years, which is as well.
In a Nov. 6 interview with
five years earlier than under curCBS News, Robert Shireman,
rent law. j
The plan will be put into ef- former deputy undersecretary at
fect next year, and Obama's ad- the Department of Education and
ministration officials predict that a chief consultant at the educait could benefit up to 1.6 million tion-oriented California Comborrowers and reduce their pay- petes program, said the White
ments by as much as a couple House administration 's plan
hopes to increase confidence
hundred dollars per month.
With more than two years among students about their postgraduate
prospects.
left on the Hill , Ziegler does
"It means people can go to colnot feel the burden of his student loans yet , but he cannot lege and use federal loans and
ignore them when he consid- have confidence that it's not goers his post-graduation p lans. ing to drive them to bad personal
For many students, graduat- situations," Shireman said.
Whether or not students will
ing from college with student
loans directly influences their benefit from government projob search, as they will be less grams, _ they can always seek
likely to pursue less financially advice and guidance at the Colstable paths in public service lege 's Financial Services Office.
Financial
programs or unServices
ofpaid internships.
"The ease of
fers a required
loan counseling
getting a job defimeeting for senitely factored into
niors with stumy decision to become an economdent loans each
ics major," Ziegler
spring,
where
staff
members
said , when he was
explain
what
choosing whether
happens
when
to
concentrate
loans go into
on economics or
repayment, how
global studies.
Wells said that
to process defershe hopes stuCynthia Wells ment , how loan
dents' decisions
Director of Student Finan-. payments impact
about their futures
cial Services credit rating and
where to go to
are not dictated by
their student loans
find out more
in this manner.
about
specific
"1 wouldn 't want their debt to borrowing arrangements.
Financial Services is always
manage them," she said. "I want
available as a resource to stu*
them to manage their debt."
Ziegler says his parents feel dents, even after they graduate,
the same way, but in these tough and Wells was happy to explain
economic times, he is finding it a repayment p lan to an alumna
harder and harder to believe them. who called asking for clarifica"The way my parents put it, tion. "I can 't intercede with the
I should always go after what I lender ," Wells said, "but I can
want [regardless of the financial always guide the borrower."
In genera], Wells noted that
repercussions], and they'll make
it work," Ziegler said, "but I don't "students are doing really great"
know how long that can last. I when it comes to keeping up with
need to help out." Ziegler ex- loan payments. "They are smart
plained that by the time he gradu- and successful....They're not
ates, his brother will be a sopho- falling behind," she said. "And
more in college, and his parents that's the grads—not us."

I wouldn't
want [students']
debt to
manage them,
I want them
to manage
their debt.

HOGWARTS CASTS A SPELL ON FOSS

KICK lODtCE/THE COLBY ECHC

Students on the Hillflooded to Foss Dining Hall on Thursday, Oct 27 to celebrate Harry Potter s' annual visit
to the College. Dining Services did not let students down; the tables were decorated with house colors, lists of
Harry Potter trivia were distributed for entertainment and the butterbecr and food were delicious, as always.

Exploring multiculturalism, on and off Hill

NICK lODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

The Pugh Community Board is a club on campus that promotes student understanding of multiculturalism.
"PCB is to the Pugh Center
what the Student Programming;
By IJNDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR
Board (SPB) is to Campus Life,'
Sintetos said in an analogy o f
As Frida Kahlo stormed the how the clubs operate as a pieci:
stage in Given Auditorium in of a larger picture. "We operate:
her gorilla costume to begin the on a separate budget and are com
Guerrilla Girls performance on pletely student-run."
"A lot of times we're Seen a;i
Monday, Nov. 7, Nicole Sintetos
'12 and Kira Novak '12 watched similar to SPB, but our board i:j
the performance with great pride so much smaller," Novak added.
But educating students abou t
at seeing such an important part
of feminist history brought to the multiculturalism is a big goal foir
College in part through the efforts such a small club to achieve. "1[
of the club for which they have see our mission as, first , bringing;
worked endlessly.
multicultural programming to th< ;
Sintetos and Novak currently campus: speakers that introduci:
hold the positions of Chair and Vice new ideas and expose students tc)
Chair, respectively, of the Pugh new things. And second, promotCommunity Board (PCB). PCB is a ing inclusivity and community'
student-run multicultural program- building on campus. Several oif
ming board on campus, which in- our most popular events, includ
tends to broaden student awareness ing the Pugh Club Palooza ant 1
of multicultural issues surrounding Drag Ball, aim to do both," Norace, gender, class, political views vak said. The Pugh Club Paloozii
and other forms of diversity in to- is an open event featuring th«i
day's world The club is a branch of various clubs associated with the
the Pugh Center.
Pugh Center, while the Drag Ball1

is an annual event that encourages
students to embrace the wide variety of gender differences present on and off the Hill.
Accomplishing their mission
has involved a lot of dedication to the club, both in devoting
personal time and in brainstorming innovating ways to excite
students on a topic that can easily be overlooked. "We strive to
balance between larger programs
and smaller, community-building
events," Sintentos said.
One of PCB's most popular
community-building events is the
newly implemented PC Coffees,
which were started during the
2010-11 academic year. Sintetos
explained that the topics that are
chosen for the events are based on
popular topics affecting the campus at that moment. "If we see
something not being addressed,
we use it for PC Coffee," she said.
Some of the most popular PC
Coffee topics have included public
vs. private education, religion and

sexuality, how being economically-friendly can be difficult across
class differences, and political expression and how open students
feel they can be about their political views. The group encourages
suggestions from the student body
for future topic ideas as well.
While small, close-knit PCB
events tend to draw in a specific
crowd who feel very passionate
about the topic being discussed,
"bigger events bring in a wider audience and expose more students to
multiculturalism,'' Novak added.
The steps that the duo has taken
to increase the visibility of PCB
have paid off. The club, which
was smaller and little-known to
many students, has grown both in
size and scope in the last couple of
years. Through greater marketing
and an increasedwillingness to collaborate with other clubs for larger
events, the College has certainly
felt PCB's heightened impact.
"PCB used to be all lectures,"
Novak said. "That's not bad, but it
only reaches a certain audience."
To attract those that desire a livelier stimulus, the club has experimented with bringing in performers, choreographers, spoken word
artists and more to facilitate a variety of events for campus.
Collaborating with other clubs
and departments on campus has
allowed PCB to attract a larger audience. "We've always wanted to
diversify our programming, and
co-sponsoring [with others] leads
to new collaborations," Novak
said. Recent collaborations have
included a performance co-sponsored by the Theater and Dance
Department, and a future event
hopes to bring PCB together with
the Psychology Department.
"We are trying to make sure
that multiculturalism touches
all areas of campus," Sintetos
stressed. "Last year our goal was
visibility; and now that we've established ourselves, we are looking toward community building."

For PCB, community building
extends further than the confines
of campus. They have stressed
open admission to their events
this year in order to encourage
residents of the greater Waterville
area to attend. Their generosity
has not gone unnoticed.
"One girl came to [Project Voice]
from her hometown four hours
north of Colby," Sintetos said,
"Colby has so much to offer culturally," she added, noting how many
residents in Maine have no other
outlets to really engage themselves
in exploringmulticulturalism.

The club, which
was smaller
and little-known
to many
students, has
grown both in
size and scope
in the last
couple of years.
The leaders also highlighted the increased popularity of
S.H.O.U.T.! (Speaking, Hearing,
Opening Up Together) weekend.
What began as a PCB event in
2008 has grown to a campuswide tradition, including not just
PCB but also SPB, the Student
Government Association (SGA),
the Pugh Center, the Dean of
Students Office , the Office of the
President, academic departments
and other clubs on campus.
Sintetos and Novak also confirmed this year 's keynote speaker
for S.H.O.U.T.! weekend: Spike
Lee. In conjunction with his lecture, PCB is also currently working with Railroad Square Cinema

Ito promote a subsidized showing
<¦of all of Lee's films prior to his
iarrival. "This involves not just the
iColby community but the Waterville community," Sintetos said.
Being a part of PCB does more
for its members than spearheading
< ;ampus events. The board arrived
i >n campus early, conducting workshops and preparing for the year
iahead. Every memberof the board
was required to give a presentation
•.Dn a possible speaker for the year—
ihis included calling the agent reIsponsible for that speaker and landiing potential bids, then presenting
ithe idea to the board and finding
a way to come up with the money
for that speaker, and then writing a
contract for the business office and
establishing a date.
"It teaches members how to deal
with agents and contracting, which
ire real-world lessons," Novak said.
"I did the work on Guerrilla
Girls and was talking to Kahlo right
an the phone," Sintetos added.
But despite the range of ideas
that PCB brings to the table, the
group 's small budget continues
to challenge them, forcing board
members to find innovative ways
to bring big-budget speakers to
i:he College. "The only reason
we 're able to do most events is
;o-sponsoring," Sintetos said.
'For Lee, we would not have
Iseen able to get him without the
1lelpofSGA and SPB."
Besides the arrival of the highI y anticipated Lee, PCB has many
*rther events lined up for the school
;/ear.Future events include a presenIation by documentary filmmaker
ICathy Huang and her film. Tales
< if the Waria, which documents the
I ives of a transgender community
i n Indonesia (co-sponsored with
["he Bridge); the annual PostSecret
<¦:vent; PC Coffees; a speaker on
r nental health; a Native American
t lance group and Drag Ball.
"I'm excited for the year," Noi¦ ak said, "and we have a lot of
)xitential for the spring."
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WHO'S WHO: ELLIOT MARSING 14

Sophomore Marsing recounts
summers fishing in Alaska

ANNA THIN/THE COLBY ECHO

Marsing spent hisf irst semester in Salamanca and led COOT this year.
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Elliot Marsing '14 must be a
pretty exciting guy to hang out
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KriilUR ery
he always states it was "so much
fun," which is a very optimistic
1JK^»_ J 1 view for somebody who also
claims, "there are more times 1
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have on my hands."
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After Marsing tells some
of the stories of his summers
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« working in the fishing industry
you get the picture
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could seem fun in comparison.
Marsing has spent five of the
past six summers on "the last
frontier. " At first he worked in
a cannery—gutting, smoking,
deboning, canning and packaging fish. The past two summers,
however, he has been out on a
commercial salmon fishing boat ,
the source of all his close encounters with death.
Although Marsing wasn't on
board when his boat was featured on the Discovery Channel's show "Deadliest Catch," he

didn 't miss out on any of the action. Because this fishing season
is so short and they have to capitalize on all the time they have,
Marsing and the crew worked
22 or more hours per day among
waves that ranged between 10
and 40 feet high.
Even when the seas are calm,
fishing is a dangerous job. Last
summer, the crew ran out of
food , but to avoid the opportunity cost of having to stop fishing
to go to shore for more food, they
ate nothing but the salmon they
caught and rice they stole from
other fishermen. "1 still don 't
know how we pulled that one
off," Marsing said with a laugh.
Another time the crew
needed to pick up a spare part
but couldn 't afford to dock
the boat , so they made Marsing strip down to his skivvies,
threw him overboard into the
ice cold water and made him
swim 300 feet to shore. He
then had to run another seven
miles and back to get the part
they needed from a nearby airport. Though he describes it as
an "awful job," Marsing values
his experience because of "the
money and the pride." He even

has two small tattoos commemorating the seasons he survived
on the ocean (which he gave to
himself, of course).
Though he hopes his days as a
fisherman are behind him, Marsing still considers himself "an
outdoorsy person. He has put his
interest in the outdoors to use
helping new first-years adjust to
Colby as a Colby Outdoor Orientation Trip (COOT) leader.
Marsing never actually went
on COOT himself, as he spent
his first semester abroad in Salamanca, Spain. He joined the
COOT program as a leader this
year because he "wanted to make
an impact on freshmen , as well
as wanting to get involved in
some things that looked like a
ton of fun."
Marsing said that the experience "opened up a lot of connections I wouldn't have had
otherwise, and through COOT I
became much more of a member of the Colby community....It
brought me from thinking this is
a good school , to this is the place
I have to be."
Marsing enjoyed his experience as a leader so much that
he recently applied and was
selected for COOT Committee,
the group of students who work
year-round to p lan and prepare
COOT. "I had such a blast leading COOT," he said. "I want to
give back the experience 1 had
to everyone else who leads and
goes on COOT."
Marsing recognizes that he
can 't spend his entire life outdoors and hopes to find an indoor
job someday. He 's looking for
a career with a tittle less mortal
danger than his fishing gig. He
says he hopes his studies in physics will prepare him for "a job
in design where I can still work
with my hands but I can also
think critically. " He has spent
all of his summers on boats and
winters on skis, so he intends to
start designing boats and skis of
his own in the future.

Mainers decide whether to stav in state

NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Maine natives (from left lo rig ht/ Andrew McDonoug h-Lee 12. Geoff Bell 12 and Sam Deeran 12
say that there is something special about their home state that makes it hard to leave after graduation.
school in the Boston area. "Es- convenient that I'll be working
By COURTNEY YEAGER
pecially after studying abroad in close to home ," he said. While
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
a city [in Austria], I don 't want Cadorette does not plan to live
to just come back and live in with his parents for long, he
As they prepare to graduate
hopes to stay at
from the College this spring, Maine after grad
least until he can
many seniors arc scrambling school ," Curley
"pay back some
to figure out their futures. Ap- said. "There reof [his] bills. "
proximately 10 percent of the ally aren 't that
Then there are
Class of 2012 hails from Maine , many opportunithe native Maine
and these natives face an addities [in my career
students
who
tional challenge during this de- field] in Maine. "
fall somewhere
cision-making process: choosJordan Cadoin between these
ing whether or not to leave their
rette '12 of Bidtwo
extremes.
home slate.
deford represents
Veronica Foster
Among Mainers . there is a seniors on the
'12 , an English
broad range of post-graduation
comp lete oppomajor with a constrategies. On one end are stu- site end of the
centration in credents like Jamie Curley "!2 , a spectrum. "I was
ative writing and
Topsham native who never in- always planning
a minor in womtended to remain in Maine, even to stay here. That
Veronica Foster en 's, gender and
for college. "I wanted to go was my goal beClass of 2012 sexuality studies ,
somewhere reall y far away, like cause all of my
knows that she
California ," she said. "But I end- family lives in
will have to leave
ed up loving Colby, so that 's why
Maine ," he said.
I stayed " Curley a global stud- Recently, Cadorette was of- Maine in order to attend graduate
school
for
a degree in rhetoles major with a double minor
fered a full-time position as an
in German and religion, is in the actuary with a disability insur- ric and composition. "Although
process of app lying to graduate ance company in Portland. "It 's I'll probably leave for school ,

Although I'll
probably leave
for [grad ]
school , I love
Maine....I
definitel y see
myself coming
back here.

I love Maine," Foster said. "I
definitely see myself coming
back here."
Similarly,
Andrew
McDonough-Lee '12 would like
to remain close to his Kittery
roots, but jobs in his career field
are limited in Maine. As a physics major, "I'd like to work at
either an observatory or lab that
specializes in astrophysics,"
McDonough-Lee said. These
positions are widely available in
the southwestern United States
or in countries like Chile because of these areas ' geographic
locations and topographies. "I
would like to stay in Maine out
of my love for the region," McDonough-Lee explained, "but
career-wise, that might not be
very likely."
Still other students who
have grown up in Maine are
curious about what the world
has to offer beyond the state 's
borders. Falmouth native Sam
Deeran '12 has been exp loring
career options both around the
country and across the globe.
As an English and American
studies double major, Deeran
has been looking into travel
writing jobs abroad.
"Or I might try working for a Triple-A baseball
league like the New Orleans
Zephyrs doing media relations work ," Deeran said. "Or
1 might uproot to a fun city
like New Orleans or Seattle
or the Twin Cities. " Deeran is
keeping his options open , but
he said there is a chance he
will remain in Maine right after college , particularly if he
pursues a career as a teacher
for private schools.
Regardless of his immediate
plans, Deeran said he hopes to
raise a family in Maine because
of his own positive experience
as a child. "Maine has its own
value system diat I think is really

unique," he said.
Geoff Bell *12 from Yarmouth has adopted a more
easygoing approach to his life
after college. Although he—
like many students—is unsure
what lies ahead after Colby,
Bell said he doesn 't "really
feel a hurry to leave Maine...
and get on any career path."
Bell has established various
connections within the state
that could lead to work after
graduation , such as an outstanding offer from Saddleback Mountain to become a
full-time ski patroller during
the winter season.
"Maine has a lot of great options that wouldn 't really progress my eventual career, but it
also has some options that don 't
seem to be a waste of time while
I figure out what I want to do,"
Bell said. "And that 's the real
problem. Any career-oriented
college grad leaves Maine because it 's a pretty hard place to
start a career."
As many of these seniors
suggested , a lot of pride comes
with being a Maine native who

attends a college in Maine. "We
view each other as a separate
tribe, almost , in a very subtle
way," McDonough-Lee said.
As a result , many Mainers
seem to be drawn to each other
after arriving on the Hill. McDonough-Lee, Deeran and Bell
are very close friends. "I have
a high ratio of Maine friends,"
McDonough-Lee said. "It's
something we can immediately
relate to. We're part of a minority once we get to Colby, so
we fee( like we have to represent it."
Deeran and Bell even have
discussed staying in Maine together after they graduate this
spring. "We're thinking about
rebuilding my parents ' cabin
near Saddleback ," Deeran said.
"We'd rebuild it and live there
and be ski bums for a couple
of years."
"There's that stereotype about
people from Maine taking it a little slower, and I like to think we
play that up," Bell said.
"But that's what Mainers
do," Deeran interrupted. "We
keep it real."

. WftJODICE/THE COLBrECW

Whde some seniorsfrom Maine see themselves moving to other parts of the
country after graduation, many see themselves returning to raise afamily .

A community cafe ELECTION RESULTS
RESTAURANT REVIEW: JORGENSEN'S CAFE

By TATE KANESHIGE
CONTRIBUTING WRtTER

Since this is my debut column in the Echo , and since
the new and much buzzedabout Selah Tea has already
been featured . I have decided
to review (or perhaps to just
exp lain to those w h o are new
to t o w n ) a little bit about the
well established but equally
exciting Jorgenscn ' s Cafe , located on Main Street in downtown Waterville.
On
the
outside , Jorgensen 's looks like any other
cafe that you w o u l d stop at
to grab a bite to eat or to enjoy a nice cup of dark roasted
coffee on a c h i l l y day. What
makes Jorgenscn ' s special is
its comfortable , c o m m u n i t y
vibe and its wide selection
of menu options.
When you first walk in to
the restaurant , there are so
many things that catch your
attention. From the chocolate
display to the gelato freezer or
the coffee counter in the mid-

dle of the store stocked with
every kind of freshly brewed
coffee you could ever want ,
you almost feel as though you
could never leave.
Every time I go into Jorgensen 's, I have my order all
planned out in my head , and I
can already imagine how delicious that toasted mozzarella
cheese and tomato sandwich
is going to taste—but then I
look at the menu and find so
many other equally appetizing
options that I start to second
guess myself.
Jorgensen 's menu includes
bagels , breakfast burritos ,
sandwiches , paninis , salads ,
wraps , soup, quiche and ,
most imporlantly, the dail y
specials. The last t i m e I visited the cafe , 1 opted for the
special of the day: a panini
stuffed w i t h warm prosciutto
and melted muensler cheese ,
and I managed to savor every last bit of it. Also , I have
heard that their Thanksgiving w r a p — s l i c e d hot turkey
breast with melted swiss
cheese and stuffing, all cov-

ered in cranberry sauce and
warm gravy—has been making appearances recently, so
be sure to snag one w h i l e it 's
still being offered.
I have spent many quiet Sunday mornings (or afternoons ,
really) cramming for exams
and reading assignments over
a bagel with cream cheese and
lox and a nice cup of fresh coffee at Jorgensen 's. If you go
to Jorgensen 's on a weekend ,
you 'll be sure to see at least
a couple groups of Colby kids
studying or recovering from a
long night. It 's not only a great
place to take your friends but
also a convenient place to grab
a latte to-go.
Whether you go with
friends , parents or by yourself , you will find something
you love , something that w i l l
bring you back , and if you
go often enoug h , you just
mig ht learn to recognize the
elderly man who frequents
Jorgensen 's and sits in the
same spot almost daily as he
drinks his coffee and reads
the newspaper.

Mayor of Waterville '..

Karen Heck - 2,012 votes
Dana Sennet -1 ,344 votes
Andrew Roy - 360 votes

Ref erendums...
Reject voter registration law: YES
Allow racinos is Biddeford and Washington County: NO
Approve Lewiston casino: NO
Change redistricting years: N/A at time of publication

DK NAIL SALON
Certified Licensed Professional
COLBY SPECIALS EVERY THURSDAY:
. MANICURE / PEDICURE COMBO
Regular Price $35 — With Colby ID $30
MANICURE
Regular Price $ 10 — With Colby ID $8
HOURS
Monday-Saturday: 9am-8pm
Sunday: by appointment
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On Sunday mornings mam students head downtown to Jargensen s where they can work on homework
in cozy booth seating while enjoying a cup of coffee (with free refills) and a tasty bagel or sandwich

183 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE, ME 0490 1

(207)872-9022
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LePage visits Hill to speak about important issues

CHRIS KA5PRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Governor Paul LePage spoke about the State s plan to address many important issues such as healthcare,
welfare and public education, but many audience members werefelt that the conversation was very one-sided.
By LAUREN FIORELLI
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Last Thursday, Nov. 3, Maine
Governor Paul LePage spoke to
a full house of students, faculty
and Maine residents in Ostrove
Auditorium. The Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagment sponsored the event,
entitled "A Conversation with
the Governor of Maine."
Wilham R. Kenan Jr. Professor of Government and Goldfarb
Center Director Sandy Maisel
introduced the conversation with
the governor. "Our democracy depends upon listening to the people
with whom you disagree, respecting and hearing their views and
airing your differences in a civil
manner," Maisel said.
More than 200 people attended the event, with some people
standing at the back of the auditorium and in the doorway. LePage began the talk with a lecture
on what his office has done since
he was sworn in on Jan. 5, 2011 ,
and what his on-going plans and
priorities are as the new year approaches, specifically addressing
business regulations, health care.

welfare, energy, education and
the state's economy.
"We have a systemic structural...problem with the way that
we govern in the state of Maine,"
LePage began. He continued on
to say that rather than focusing
on "taxes and spending," we
ought to look at "the costs versus the benefits...because when
we spend money...we should be
providing a benefit for the people
we serve."
In order to find out what motions might best benefit Maine
residents, "we held 25 meetings around the State," LePage
explained, "and asked 'what is
the single biggest problem that
you 're faced with?'" He talked
first about eliminating "absurd"
business regulations, set by the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), a federal agency.
On the topic of health care,
LePage
reminded
audience
members of his work in this area
so far in adopting LD1333, a
complex piece of legislation that
looks to bring more health insurance companies into the state to
increase competition and thereby
decrease costs.

The Bangor Daily News in
May 2011 , in a review of the
measures taken by LD1333,
stated that "While supporters
[of LD1333] say these measures will help spur competi-

We held 25
meetings
around the
State and
asked 'what is
the single biggest problem
that you're
faced with?'

Paul LePage

Governor of Maine

tion in the market, others predict out-of-state companies will
'cherry-pick* Maine's healthier,
younger consumers," among
other observations.
Addressing welfare in Maine ,

LePage proposed working tt i
educate residents who depenc 1
on welfare on how to increase:
self-sufficiency instead of relying on a food-stamp system
When speaking about energy,
LePage reassured residents thait
he would work to provide mow:
affordable energy this winter itt
light of the recent cutback iri
federal funding to the Low Income Home Energy Assistance;
Program (LIHEAP).
"I am going to ask the legisla
hire to take some of the monej'
out of Efficiency Maine to heir,t
the people this winter," he said .
"They have lots of funds that an:
earmarked for projects over the;
next three or four years, but the
crisis is now."
LePage addressed the state oi r
education at length , including
plans to improve public education in Maine. He discussed hi:
interests in giving high school
students access to college-leve;
courses to better prepare therr
for higher education and make
their transition to college more
seamless, as well as increasing opportunities for students
who choose not choose to attend college to enroll in trade
;
schools. But "it 's not enough ,'
he said. "We fail the students ir 1
the classroom."
The Governor 's proposal tc
improve public education at
its core is to recognize the important formative role teachersi
play in their students ' lives and1
make sure the teachers hired af
public schools have the right
professional skills. "The most
important thing that can be
done for our students in the
classroom is not curriculum,
it's not new books, it's not pretty buildings. It 's an effective
teacher," he said.
LePage compared Maine 's
requisite qualifications for
teachers to those of other countries such as Canada, stating
that all Maine teachers should
hold a degree in the subject
area they teach. "If you're going to teach English in Canada,
you need to have a degree in
English. Then you take cours-

|
i

es on how to teach ," he said.
"We ' re looking... to increase
the status of the teaching profession [in Maine]."
LePage seemed to contradict
this point later, when he commented on joblessness and the
ailing economy in Maine. He
said, "We do not make it easy
for someone who's had a career
[in] the military for instance...
to go into teaching [after leaving the military]. It's virtually
impossible to use your life experiencc.to just jump into teaching. It 's very complex; you 've
got to take all kinds of teaching
courses, so it's discouraging to a
lot of people....We need to take

Some of his
answers
didn't seem
responsive to
the questions
that were
asked.

Sandy Maisel

William R Kenan Jr.
Professorof Government and
Goldfarb Center Director

advantage of knowledge that
people have and transfer that
and let them teach in the classroom because it 's not the teaching that's important as much as
the mentoring."
After his lecture, LePage answered seven questions from audience members. Questions for
the governor first went through
his staff, who asked attendees to
write their questions down and
submit them prior to the talk.
Many people felt that this process was unfair, and one student
who wishes to remain anonymous said, "The people standing behind me—his staff—were
sifting through the questions and
the words coming out of their
mouths were literally, 'Oh no,

no, he can't answer that. He can't
take that question.'"
Three of the questions Lepage's staff chose concerned energy costs, the priority level of
education and creating jobs in
Maine, which allowed LePage
to reiterate some points from
his lecture.
Another question asked for
LePage *s stance on Question One
on the Nov. 8 referendum ballot,
which stated: "Do you want to
reject the section of Chapter 399
of the Public Laws of 2011 that
requires new voters to register to
vote at least two business days
prior to an election?"
In response to the argument
that eliminating same-day voter
registration restricts the voting
rights of "minorities, students
and poor people," LePage explained that soldiers deployed in
Afghanistan or Iraq have to take
45-60 days to ensure that they are
registered and that their absentee
ballots are returned in time.
"If those people can take 60
days while they 're ducking bullets," he said, "I think the rest of
us at home that are free because
of those people can give up that
one day on election day....So, I
don 't see that as a big, big deal."
The event has provoked much
controversy on the Digest of
Civil Discourse. Some students
said that they felt misled by the
event's title because the event
was not really a "conversation."
A number of attendees were disappointed with both the questions LePage's staff chose and
the answers he gave.
"Some of his answers didn't
seem to me responsive to the
questions that were asked,"
Maisel said following the event.
"He only answered the really
easy questions and didn't take
on any of the difficult issues,"
another anonymous student said.
"What did he say tonight that he
hasn't said already?"
For the full audio recording of the event, visit
http : //www. co I by e d u / n e w s _
events/c/b/110411/2594063/aconversation-with-the-governorof-maine/

Maple syrup fraud? Reviving downtown
PROFILE: SHANNON HAINES OF WATERVILLE MAIN STREET

By DAN SUNDERLAND
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

While maple syrup is generally
regarded as a Vermont staple, the
syrup industry has become very
important in Maine. Senators
from both states, as well as from
New York, recently proposed a
Maple Agriculture Protection and
Law Enforcement (MAPLE) Act
to help protect the business.
Under the current legislation,
the increasingly common marketing of imitation maple syrup,
which is not produced though
the traditional method of tapping
trees and boiling the sap, as genuine maple syrup is classified as
a misdemeanor and is punishable
by up to one year in prison. If the
senators successfully pass the
MAPLE Act, the same product
misrepresentation would become
a felony that is punishable by up
to five years in prison.
The MAPLE Act was created
after maple syrup companies marketing genuine maple syrup were
found guilty of selling fake maple
syrup. This fake "maple syrup"
uses a blend of com and/or cane

syrups, natural and artificial flavorings and other substances to
imitate the taste and texture of
genuine syrup, although the product is far inferior in quality. Maple syrup companies have turned
to this method because it offers a
cheaper alternative to the laborintensive process of tapping trees.
Producing genuine maple
syrup involves a considerable
investment in equipment and
time, as workers must collect
40 to 50 gallons of maple sap in
order to produce one gallon of
syrup. The process of producing
syrup is also confined to certain
seasons, as particular weather
conditions are necessary for sap
to flow effectively. Companies
must also consider the cost of
fuel to boil the syrup once it has
been harvested.
Given these constraints, maple syrup sells for a relatively
high price, and cost-conscious
consumers usually seek cheaper
imitation syrups as alternatives.
However, some of these imitations are being marketed as the
real thing, and senators in support of the MAPLE Act advocate
that consumers have the right to

know the truth.
The senators co-sponsoring the
bill include Maine's own Susan
Collins, Patrick Leahy and Bernie Sanders from Vermont and
Charles Schumer and Kirsten
Gillibrand from New York. The
states they represent produce over
60 percent of the maple syrup
made in the United States.
"I have been alarmed by the
growing number of individuals
and businesses claiming to sell
genuine Vermont maple syrup
when they are in fact selling an
inferior product that is not maple
syrup at all," Leahy said in a
public statement on October 20.
"This is fraud , plain and simple,
and it undermines a key part of
Vermont's economy and reputation for quality that has been
hard-earned through Vermonters'
hard work."
"People are serious about their
pride in maple syrup [in Maine],"
Maine native Spencer Traylor '15
said. "It's one of the few things
produced [in the state]. There is
a maple syrup industry in Maine,
and a culture around that industry," which the MAPLE Act seeks
to protect.
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Boilingsapf o rmaple syrup is a veryinvolvedprocess,so manycompanies looking to save time and money are instead
using artificial ingredients to makesyrup and marketingit as the real thing. The MAPLE Act will help to preventthis.
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As the executive director of Watervilte Main Street. Shannon
Haines is involved in many aspects of improving downtown.
By LIZZIE WOODBURY
NEWS STAFF

During a typical work week,
Shannon Haines could find herself giving tours of downtown
Waterville to visiting members
of Congress and meeting with
business owners to help them
tackle the challenges of operating in town. What job , you
might ask, could have such a
wide variety of responsibilities?
For the past eight years,
Haines has served as the executive director of Waterville Main
Street. The organization 's main
mission, according to Haines ,
is "to revitalize downtown Waterville as a commercial and
cultural hub."
A native of Smithfield,
Maine , located only 15 minutes from . Waterville, Haines
worked for Maine 's State
Planning Office before joining Waterville Main Street 's
local movement. "I was sick
of working at the state level

because I felt like I wasn 't
having a direct impact on the
community," she said. "I was
looking for a job that would allow me to do this when I saw
a posting for Waterville Main
Street in the newspaper. "
Haines made an impact on
the town immediately after
joining Waterville Main Street.
She is responsible for helping set up Barrels Community
Market , a nonprofit market that
sells locally-produced food and
crafts and is a favorite shopping destination for many students on the Hill.
Establishing
Barrels
is
Haines's proudest accomplishment , as "no other main street
community has started it 's own
business," she said. "Barrels
is completely unique in that
sense," she said.
Haines is currently working
on several different initiatives
with the volunteers down at
Waterville Main Street. "We
have a million projects going all the time ," Haines said.

There really is no typical
work day."
At the moment , Haines is
focusing on a streetscape project. Streetscape , according
to Haines , "is anything that
makes the downtown physical
landscape more attractive. "
So far, Waterville Main Street
has worked on repairing the
downtown sidewalks and installing new trashcans and
bike racks. The final piece of
this project is the addition of
decorative banners along the
streets of the city.
In addition , Haines and her
volunteers are busy preparing
for their biggest events of the
year: the Winter Wonderland
Gala and the Holiday Open
House. The Winter Wonderland Gala will take place Nov.
9 and will be host auctions, live
music, a visit from Santa and
more. The Holiday Open House
will be held Dec. 3 and will
include caroling, horse drawn
sleigh rides and cookie decorating. Proceeds from both these
events will go toward Waterville Main Street.
More than anything, Waterville Main Street works to encourage locals (and students)
to visit downtown Waterville.
The organization works in
conjunction with the Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs and
Civic Engagement to create
events that will get students
off the Hill , such as the dessert tasting Selah Tea is hosting on Dec. 3.
"I feel like there is so much
to see and do in Waterville
that isn 't always apparent ,"
Haines said. "We love seeing
students downtown , [taking
advantage of the] opportunity
to leave campus and experience the community you 're
living in for four years. Explore this community whenever possible. "

FROM THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

I

To the Colb\ Community:
Over the past several months, our office has been hearing an increasing number of
concerns regarding the presence and activity of alleged "underground fraternities" at
Colby Because of the sense of division and strife this issue is creating in our community 1 am writing to encourage your participation in an open campus conversation
about this issue.
Colby abolished fraternities and sororities in 1984 "because they were inconsistent
with so mum of the fundamental values to which the community subscribes." (Colby
Student Handbook). Several issues contributed to the decision to eliminate fraternities
and sororities , most notably gender inequity and the disproportionate influence of allmale groups in determining social life on campus. At that time the College adopted a
policy that prohibits fraternity and sorority activity at Colby. The policy on fraternities
and sororities states:
As mandated b> the trustees, rushing, pledging, perpetuating, and initiating activities b> fraternities and social organizations are strictly prohibited. Anyone engaging in these activities on or off campus, either as a member, recruiter, or potential
p ledge , will be suspended for a minimum of one year and may be subject to additional penalties that could include expulsion. (Colby Student Handbook; search
"Fraternity Activity. ")
I hroughout the post-fraternity/sorority era at the College "underground" or unrecognized fraternity activity has been a source of concern. On two separate occasions in
the late 1980s and early 1990s groups of students were suspended from the College
for engaging in fraternity activity and in violation of Colby policy. More recently, alleged underground fraternities are frequently rumored to be associated with national/
international fraternities, linked to a number of recurring parties and social events, and
connected to several off-campus residences.
Tiie exact nature of the alleged "underground fraternities" is unclear. Many students
report that the underground groups dominate the student social scene. Others suggest
that these secret groups are a peripheral and minor element of student life, while some
den) that the groups exist at all. It ' s hard to say what the truth is. However, the widely
held perception that underground fraternities exist at Colby creates a divisive reality
that is harmful to the campus culture and is significantly at odds with our commitment
to being an inclusive and welcoming community.
Our purpose in initiating this conversation is to bring the issue of fraternity activity
out into the open. This is not intended to be an investigation. Our objective is not to
"catch ' and or punish violators. Rather, we want to understand why concerns about
underground fraternity activity are increasingly prevalent and to illuminate and affirm
the College ' s policy regarding fraternities and sororities.
To facilitate dialogue about this (and other matters related to student life) there will be
a campus forum in Page Commons on Tuesday, Nov. 15 at 7 p.m.
Sincerely,
Jim Terhune
Vice President for Srudent Affairs
Dean ot Students
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Our duty to invest responsibly

Education is simply the soul of a society as it passes from one generation
to another. -Gilbert K. Chesterson
"[Colby] fosters intellectual and
personal growth with graduates emerging as conscientious, committed leaders ready to make a profound impact
on their world. A Colby education is
distinctl y inspired." -colby.edu
If you want to teach young adults
to be better world citizens , you might
be a college professor. If you want to
moralize on conscientiousness and
personal growth , then give business
to Bank of America and keep your
endowment a secret, you might be a
Colby College President.

How an institution
spends its money
speaks volumes
about their values.
How an institution spends its
money speaks volumes about their
values. As Colby undergoes a twoyear , 15 million-dollar renovation
to its art museum , plans for a gender resource center remains shelved
due to budgetary concerns. It 's
against this backdrop that President Adarhs gave the football team
10 thousand dollars for a bell , explaining, "Tradition is important. "
He has also offered up to seven
thousand dollars to the Mid-Maine
Homeless Shelter as an incentive
for decreasing dorm v a n d a l i s m
I don 't intended to get into the nuances of these, decisions (and alumni donations are indeed a complex
topic), except to say that they raise
questions of values—and value—
much bigger than 10 thousand or
even 15 million dollars. President
Adams answering for the bell is a
positive step, but there is a lot of explaining left to do.
Let 's take, for example , Colby 's
relationship with Bank of America.
At the heart of our campus is Cotter
Union , and in the middle of Cotter
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In fall 1999, Williams College inaugurated a chapter of the Responsible
Endowments Coalition. From their
mission statement: "Our goal is to foster social and environmental change
by making responsible investment
common practice amongst colleges
and universities."
What the students at Williams found
was "substantial investments in Phillip Morris, GE, and other companies
with notoriously bad social and environmental behavior. [They] felt that
by holding such stock, the college was
supporting the activities of those corporations , which in some cases meant
advertising cigarettes to kids, producing military weapons, and polluting
the nearby Hudson and Housatonic

It's hard to believe
the people managing
the endowment are
handling $622 million
any better.
Rivers with PCBs."
Now, we are not Williams, but we
do have a notoriously bad track record on endowment transparency. In
an otherwise superlative study by the
environmental ratings group Sustainable Endowments Coalition, Colby
earned a *D* in endowment transparency and 'C in shareholder engagement. This is good enough for second
to last in NESCAC in each category.
Not that you need an outside organization to tell you transparency is
lacking at Colby, but if you wanted
one, there it is.
To quote the current Director of
REC, Dan Apfel, "[Colleges] use terms
like global citizenship all the time, so
they should be acting that way."
If the endowments at our sister
schools of Williams and Amherst
(which had a similar movement), and
the Bank of America ATM are any indication ,-Cplfey/^ investment practices have room for improvement. When
the president of the school can 't invest S 10,000 responsibly, it 's hard to
believe the people managing the endowment are handling $622 million
any better.
So President Adams, open the books
on our endowment and get Bank of
America out of here. Let 's see if the
values supposedly taught at Colby are
the same values held by those who
preach them. Or is hypocrisy another
part of the Colby tradition?

When keeping it "real" went wrong
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Union is a Bank of America ATM. For
those unfamiliar with B of A's spotless
reputation , here is a partial overview:
Bank of America is categorized
as too big to fail. This is the only
thing saving it from a credit rating
adequately described as "worthless junk. " America's ninth largest
corporation argued that its muchpublicized five-dollar debit card fee
was in response to government regulations of other fees , such as those
charged to retailers for credit card
purchases. The "market forces" defense is a cute , patronizing excuse
for corporate honesty. It would be
more accurate to call it insurance
against bad business decisions.
When Bank of America bought
Merrill Lynch , it took responsibility for trillions (See: 1,000 billions)
of dollars in the same risky derivatives that led to the recent recession.
Recently, B of A transferred these
loans from Merril Lynch, to the parent company, Bank of America. To
quote Matt Tabibi of Rolling Stone,
"The move was made , according to
reports , so that Bank of America
could avoid posting S3.3 billion in
collateral to satisfy the company 's
creditors. In other words, Bank of
America just got You the Taxpayer to
co-sign as much as S53 trillion worth
of dicey derivative contracts."
To paraphrase , if you, the taxpayer, take your money out of Bank
of America in response to increased
fees, B of A will happily put it on the
government's tab.
How 's that for impacting the world?
Not that Colby students couldn 't
take their money out of Bank of
America , because they could. But ,
its hard to blame someone for
choosing to spend 30 seconds cashing a check on campus rather than
the 30 minutes it might take to do
it in town. No, the responsibility
here lies with Colby 's leadership,
who need to get Bank of America
off Mayflower Hill and show some
of the citizenship they claim to be
instilling in students .
r
Unlike Bank of America, a local
bank or credit union ATM in Cotter
would encourage, ne'e allow, students
to support the mid-Maine economy.
Perhaps a special Colby plan could be
created with a partnering bank to allow
students to avoid the out-of-bank fees
that currently make B of A the most
appealing option. At any rate, there
should be another ATM on campus so
that students have that choice.
Still , where students put their money is ultimately up to each individual.
What about the College?

As a million romantic comedies and
love songs can attest, women and men
often have a difficult time communicating. Therefore, when the Gentlemen
of Quality club decided to host Real
Talk, I was excited to attend an event
that was designed to create an open
and safe place for men and women to
discuss campus issues. Unfortunately,
Real Talk quickly went awry, and despite the good intentions of the hosts,
the supposedly safe forum morphed
into a tense and upsetting environment.
Heading into the talk , I' m not exactly sure what I was expecting to hear.
Obviously, a forum regarding topics
such as the hookup culture and drug
abuse would not be warm and fuzzy,
but the debate moved in a direction far
from what I had expected. Perhaps this
reflects a bit of naivete' on my part ,
or maybe just wishful thinking, but I
was shocked by many of the opinions
shared during the event.
For those who missed the meeting,
the discussion followed a "fish bowl"
format. During the event , groups of
approximately five men sat in the
center of the room , surrounded by
dozens of onlookers who could suggest questions but had to remain silent otherwise. Although a good idea
in theory, the fish bowl arrangement
silenced female participants on the
outside while simultaneously frightening the men in the center who were

brave enough to speak in front ot such
a large crowd. While certainly not intentional , this setup became a physical
representation of a sexist hierarchy; as
men spoke freely in the center, women were denied the ability to respond
from the exterior.
Beyond the general format of Real
Talk, the actual content of the discussion often was disheartening and
overwhelming. The Gentlemen of
Quality played two videos during the
course of the discussion, the second
of which depicted a fictionalized

As men spoke freely
in the center, women
were denied the
ability to respond
from the exterior.

account of a rape scene. It was extremely difficult to watch the video,
but even more difficult to listen to the
ensuing comments. One man claimed
that the example in the video—which
depicted a woman drinking and dancing with a man in a club prior to him
raping her in an alley—was thoroughly "melodramatic" and unrealistic. A
second man said that a majority of
the time , if a girl came to his room ,
he would expect her to have sex with
him and would be upset if she did not.
A third man explained that he enjoyed
the "chase " and would get bored of
a girl who was too easy. What do
these feelings indicate about our cul-

ture? That men don t want a girl who
is easy but will get angry when she
says no to sex? That some men on this
campus view sexual assault cases as
distant and exaggerated situations?
Furthermore, the Real Talk discussion avoided any reference to homosexuality on campus. What does that
indicate about our culture?
To put it bluntly, sexual harassment
and assault occur on a daily basis,
even at places like Colby. Just because
a girl acts flirtatiously or wears tight
clothing does not mean she wants to
have sex, and it definitely does not
mean it is her fault if she gets drugged
or attacked. Blaming the victim is
always the wrong course of action.
Moreover, the lack of discussion regarding homosexuality, especially in
light of recent attacks on campus, indicates a disturbing lack of awareness,
understanding and tolerance.
Although it shocked me to hear some
of these opinions voiced at Real Talk ,
I think it may have been just what our
campus needed. Too often I feel that
we shy away from broad discussions
about these sensitive and sometimes
painful subjects. We may feel comfortable talking in our small groups of
friends , or even in academic settings,
but nothing can get accomplished if
we secretly speculate and avoid candid conversations with individuals
outside of our comfort zones. Therefore, I greatly admire the intentions
of everyone involved , especially as
they now take the time to gather feedback and improve the arrangement. By
opening a dialogue about these issues
on campus, the Gentlemen of Quality
have demonstrated the importance of
"Real Talk" in our lives , and I hope the
discussions continue , no matter how
difficult they may seem.

¦

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

Reading the actual student handbook

A few weeks ago, I was reading
this newspaper when I came across
a rather interesting article about a
recent meeting of our Student Government Association (SGA). It was
mostly about dorm damage or something, but at the end there was a small
bit about the student handbook. Said
the article: "The student handbook is
currently accessible online, but SGA
members agree that it is difficult for
students to find. It has also been alleged that the handbook's content is
out of date." This news, by itself,
was disheartening, but I wanted to
find out just how out-of-date the
handbook is. I put on my investigative journalist hat (it is red, blue,
yellow and green and has a propeller
on top) and hit the archives.
The SGA was not joking when they
said it was hard to And, but I eventually found the handbook in the catacombs beneath Miller Library. Sitting on a pedestal and, oddly, in a ray
of light, the handbook was bound in
lambskin and printed on brittle vellum. The pages began to deteriorate
as soon as I touched them, but I was
able to record some of the rules of the
handbook to show you how old it is.

Here they are:
Statement of Purpose
This institution, having been created with the intent of building fine and
dutiful citizens, shall adhere strictly
to the ideals laid down in President
Van Buren 's inaugural address. Our
sundry areas of academic study, to include Arithmetic, Agriculture, Classical studies, Cryptozoology, Literature,
Phrenology and Theology, shall work

The pages began
to deteriorate as
soon as I touched
them, but I was
able to record some
of the rules of the
handbook to show
you how old it is.

in concert to produce responsible citizens who shall be fastidious in their
personal affairs and vigilant in their
watch of the Canadian Menace.
Concerning Payment
Students, in order to enjoy full
benefits of enrollment, must render
unto the Bureau of Payments, Mon-

ies and Fines full payment within five
full days before the commencement
of each semester. Full payment shall
consist of one of the following: 20
gold coins, 33 chickens, two heads of
cattle, one prize hog or three barrels
of ale.
Concerning Sustenance
To maintain his hale and hearty
constitution throughout the bitter cold
of winter, each student shall eat three
meals each day from the grand pot of
stew proffered by the college kitchen.
The stew shall consist of barley, leeks
and, when budget permits, one meat.
Concerning Matters of Discipline
Any student found in violation
of the school's honour code shall be
forced to ride his horse backwards for
one fortnight. Additional violations
will result in the removal of comers
from the standard issue tri-corner hat.
Private disputes between students and
students, faculty and students, and faculty and faculty shall be settled on the
field of honor.
Concerning the Imbibing of Spirits.
Liquors and Ales
Due to the unclean nature of water in the region , students shall only
drink beverages with a satisfactory
level of alcohol.
Friends , I am no historian. But it
seems that our student handbook
could be due for a revision. Some
of these passages seem to have been
written as early as the 1980s. Please
contact your SGA representative and
tell them you are in favor of handbook reform.

I

Those Career Center woes

"Got a job yet?" is a question that Erica L. Humphrey has asked in the subject
heading of more than one of her Career
Center e-mails. I think she knows that I
don't have a job. I think she is mocking
me. "Please hire me..." Humphrey wrote
in another recent subject heading. Now, I
think she is making me sound desperate.
I am desperate, but I don 't need to be
reminded of it every time I log into my
e-mail account.
In this less-than-ideal job market, I
feel that (on the surface level) the Career
Center has been less-than-sympathetic to
the plight of seniors who are struggling
to get through their last year of college,
let alone figure out what they're going to
do afterward.
"If you don't make an appointment
with the Career Center, you won 't get a
job." This is the message I came away
with from the Center 's mandatory senior
meeting at the beginning of the semester,
which opened with Roger Woolsey reciting a list of dispiriting statistics about the
shrinking U.S. job market.
I understand that Woolsey and his
team are trying to encourage students to
utilize an available, invaluable resource,
but why must they be so pessimistic in
their persuasion?
If the Career Center is trying to scare
us into figuring out our future, I think

I can speak on the behalf of my fellow
classmates when I say this: we're already scared. We have daily front-page
New York Times articles to remind us
of the ailing economy, we have parents
who've been laid-off and we have recently graduated friends who are still
living with their parents.
We are terrified. What we need from
the College is encouragement, and encouragement can be as simple as a couple
of words in an e-mail subject heading.
I' m not asking for overly cheery assertions like: "You can get a job today!"
or "We know you are qualified!" I'm not
asking for cutesy, faux optimistic affirmations of my own post-college prospects—a simple, straightforward "Job
Opportunities" would suffice.
For me, the biggest source of encouragement in my feeble job search
has come not from the Career Center
but from the Occupy Wall Street movement taking place miles away in New
York City.
While many of the protesters on Wall
Street are well-educated professionals
with steady incomes, many are also living below the poverty line. Nevertheless,
their signs read: "We are the 99%,'* promoting a sense of solidarity and yes—
optimism. The people occupying Wall
Street aren 't holding signs saying, "We
are NOT the 1%."
This powerful movement calling for
the end to suffering at the expense of
corporate greed has helped put my stressful senior year into perspective, but it
also supports my relatively insignificant
woes: Occupy Wall Street proves that it is
possible to remain hopeful in this undeniably harsh economic climate.
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We can't wait: helping manage student loan debt
Over the last few weeks, I've had
the opportunity to get out of Washington and talk with folks across the
country about how we can create jobs
and get our economy growing faster.
This is a tough time for a lot of
Americans—especially young people. You've come of age at a time
of profound change.
The world
has gotten more connected, but it 's
also gotten more competitive. And
for decades, too many of our institutions—from Washington to Wall
Street—failed lo adapt , culminating
in the worst financial crisis and recession since the Great Depression.
For the last three years, we 've
worked to stabilize the economy,
and we've made some progress. But
we still have a long way to go. And
now, as you 're getting ready to head
out into the world, many of you are
watching your friends and classmates struggle to find work. You 're
wondering what's in store for your
future , and I know that can be scary.
The truth is, the economic problems we face today didn 't happen
overnight , and they won 't be solved
overnight. But the fact that you're
investing in your education right
now tells me that you believe in the
future of America. You want to be a
part of it. And you know that there
are steps we can take right now to
put Americans back to work and give
our economy a boost.
The problem is , there are some in
Washington who just don 't share that
sense of urgency. That's why it's
been so disappointing to see Republicans in Congress block jobs bills
from going forward—bills that independent economists say could create

millions of jobs though the kinds of
proposals supported by Democrats
and Republicans in the past.
Now, the best way to attack our
economic challenges and put hundreds of thousands of people back
to work is through bold action in
Congress. That 's why I' m going to
keep demanding that Members of
Congress vote on common-sense,
paid-for jobs proposals. And I hope
you'll send them a message to do the
right thing for your future, and the
future of our country.
But we can 't wait for Congress to
do its job. So where they won 't act ,
I will. That's why, I've announced
a new policy that will help families
whose home values have fallen refinance their mortgages and save thousands of dollars. We made it easier
for veterans to get jobs putting their
skills to work in hospitals and community health centers.
And at the University of Colorado at Denver, I announced steps
we 're taking to make college more
affordable and to make it even easier for students like you to get out
of debt faster.
Michelle and I know what it feels
like to leave school with a mountain of debt. We didn 't come from
wealthy families. By the time we
both graduated from law school , we
had about SI20 ,000 worth of debt
between us. And even though we
were lucky enough to land good jobs
with steady incomes, it still took us
almost 10 years to finally pay it all
off. It wasn't easy.
Living with that much debt forces
you to make some tough choices.
And when a big chunk of every pay-

check goes towards student loan's, it
isn 't just painful for you—it's painful to our economy and harmful to
our recovery.
That 's why we 're making changes
that will give about 1.6 million students the ability to cap their loan
payments at 10 percent of their income starting next year. We're also
going to take steps to help you consolidate your loans so that instead of
making multiple payments to multiple lenders every month , you only
have to make one payment a month
at a better interest rate. And we
want to start giving students a simp le fact sheet called "Know Before
You Owe" so you can have all the
information you need to make your
own decision about paying for college. That 's something Michelle and
I wish we had.
These changes will make a real
difference for millions of Americans.
We'll help more young peop le figure
out how to afford college. We 'll put
more money in your pocket after you
graduate. We 'll make it easier to buy
a house or save for retirement. And
we 'll give our economy a boost at a
time when it desperately needs it.
That 's not just important for our
country right now—it 's important for
our future. Michelle and I are where
we are today because our college education gave us a chance. Our parents and their generation worked and
sacrificed to hand down the dream of
opportunity to us.
Now it 's our turn. That dream
of o p p o r t u n i t y is what 1 want for
my daughters , and for all of you.
And even in these toug h times , we
are going to make that dream real

once again.
In the weeks ahead , I' m going to
keep doing everything in my power
to make a difference for the American people—including young people
like you. Because here in America ,

.

!

when we find a problem , we fix it.
When we face a challenge , we meet
it. We don 't wait. And 1 hope you 'll
join me.
Barack Obama is the 44th President of the United States.
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President Barack Obama has issued a statement regarding the issue of student loan debt

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

Women, Wine, and Death: Love and Piety
In Medieval Judeo-Arabic Culture

Spoken Word:
The Bridge Between Us and Them

Lovejoy - 213
7 p.m.
In this lecture, Professor Raymond P Scheindlin
will provide a window into his research on the
encounter of Hebrew and Arabic cultures in Spain
as embodied in the poetry of the two traditions.

Cotter Union - Pugh Center
6 p.m.
A slam poetry session hosted by Students
Teaching Equality and Peace (STEP), with guest
Jamele Adams. Adams, faculty and students will
perform spoken word pieces focused around
issues of racial, sexual gender discrimination.

Jaclyn Friedman,Author and Activist
Diamond ¦142
7 p.m.
;
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Miller Library - 133 Conference Room
7P m

Jesse Leah Veer from POWER
Diamond - 122

7 p.m.

'

1
I

The Films of Abbott Meader
Colby College Museum of Art

5 p.m.

I

Foss

I

9 p.m.

I

I

Oak lecture on Poverty and Human Rights in Maine. I

THURSDAY

Colby's Got Talent Show
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SATURDAY

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST
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RoundtaMe Discussion!
"Reflections on Terrorism"

MONDAY

Blood Drive
Cotter Union - Page Commons

8 a.m.
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ES Colloquia:
Beyond Population Viability Analysis
Olin 1
6:30 p.m.
Bob Lacy, a senior conservation scientist at the
Chicago Zoological Society, will discuss
integrating multi-species interactions, disease,
landscape, climate change and go indepth into
species protection.

3BBBPglpgBeiB—BJM
Diamond - Ostrove Auditorium
7 p.m.
The debate features Nigel Purvis, president of
Climate Advisers and a nonresident senior fellow
at The Brookings Institution and James Roberts,
research fellow for economic freedom and growth
at The Heritage Foundation.

Blood Drive #
Cotter Union - Page Commons
8 a.m.

Music at Colby Series:
Strange Venues and Jazz
Bixler - Given Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
I Everything from fight songs, rock, hip-hop, and
religious celebrations from Lutheran Passions and
I Catholic Masses to tunes inspired by Buddhist
I
chant and Jewish ceremonies.

William R. and Linda K. Cotter Debate:
Foreign Aid and the Environment

b
I

TUESDAY

The Sociological Truth of Fiction
Lovejoy - 213
7 p.m.

Lecture Series:
Avoiding Plagiarism

1
¦
1

~~

Diamond - 122
7 p.m.

Colby faculty from varying disciplines will discuss
how terrorism Is defined, how it can be
distinguished from other forms of violence, its
Ihistory and political significance and its impact on
1
and depiction in culture.
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Chris Birch, a 26-year-old of Ystrad Mynach , South
; Wales experienced a dramatic change in identity
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
after breaking his neck and suffering a stroke from
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
a failed attempt at a back flip. The former rugby
Marked Cases of JeStmiahRed
player, dedicated bank employee and future fiancS Specially
Now Only 16.99 + Tax and Deposit
to his long-time girlfriend, found that when he
Geary's Autumn Ale (12-packs)
i
Now Only 9.99 + Tax and Deposit
recovered from the accident, he was no longer the Long Trail Survival Packs (12-packs)
Now Only 9.99 + Tax and Deposit
same person, He found little interest in sports, no I
'
• JOKAS Is NOW ON lACEBOOK!
motivation at work and the sexual attraction to his
LIKE OS AT "DISCOUNT jOKAS"
girlfriend had vanished. With this discovery, Birch
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
decided to be true to his "new" self and pursue 11I
, fhurs until 10 p.m., '.
: f ri & Sat Until midnight
an alternative life. Now a hairdresser and currently )]
identifying as a homosexual male with his new
\ boyfriend, Birch is both proud and happy with his
873-6228
i
JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
I
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
unexpected life changes.

We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
CentralMaine.
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STUDENTS IN THE SPA

Who is your alter-ego?
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Here's What's Playing Fri.,
Nov. 11 through Thurs.,
Nov. 17
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"MissJ from 'America s' NextTop Model.'"

MARGIN CALL
Friday - Thursday
12:10.2:30.4:50 .7:10

TAKE SHELTER
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Friday - Thursday
12:20, 2:40, 5:00, 7:20

"Samuel L. Jackson. "

— Maddi Bruce '14
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— Mike Kiskey'13
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Friday - Thursday
2:20, 7:00
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"TTie Grinch. "
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"Lil Wayne. "

— Christina Damon '14
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Friday - Thursday
12:00, 4:40

THE LAW

— Alex Ojerholm '14

One Show Only!
Tuesday, Nov. 15 at 7
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Can You Handle the
Truth?

Wednesday Documentaries
Oct. 12 - Nov. 16
Werner Herzog 's
INTO THE ABYSS
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m.
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"Tom Cruise f rom 'Risky Buisness. "

"Sue Sy lvesterf rom 'Glee. '"

—Ian Cherny '14

— Kate Pleasants '14
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House of Pizza
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207-873-4300
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Raw Bar— Grill
Lounge
Sample menu
RAW BAR
OYSTERS ON THE HALF SHELL
LITTLE NECK CLAMS

We Deliver until 2 am. and don 't forget to ask about our weekly specials!
I OWoff cat in and pick up with Colby ID

m& Super China Buffet

^*J|F Wa te rville's Largest Asian Buffet

Serving Chinese, American & Japanese Specialties
with Salad, Fruit & Dessert Bars
350 Kennedy Memorial Driveor• Open Daily at 11:00 AM
Phonej 859^866
.
Fax^59-8833
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^^^^^^
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The Rabbit is ¦lucky sign.
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APPETIZERS
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OYSTERS ROCKEFELLER
MAINE CRAB CAKES
P.E.I. MUSSLES
PAN SEARED YELLOW FIN TUNA
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ENTREES
BERMUDA ONION CRUSTED YELLOW FIN TUNA
PANKO CRUSTED LOBSTER CUTLETS
CARMELIZED DIVER SEA SCALLOPS
MAINE CRAB STUFFED HADDOCK
CHIPOTLE GRILLED COLLOSSAL SHRIMP
MAPLE GLAZED CEDAR PLANK SALMON
SEAFOOD PAELLA
ROSEMARY MARINATED RACK OF LAMB
CHAR~GRILLED PRIME NY STRIP
ANGEL HAIR PASTA PANCAKES
SPINACH & ROASTED TOMATO STUFFED PORTABELLAS

Specia l Thanksg iviruj Buff et

Turkey A all thtTnrnm>ng« Stuffing. Mathtd Potatoes

JM

tSravy Squash Cranberry Sauce Rolls & BuMsr
Baked Horn Sweet Potatoes Veggie. <4 Pumpk n Pic
With all your At>ait Favorites -

TRENDY AND BEAUTIFUL LOUNGE
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FREE BUFFET

3 Adults Dine & 3- Eats f or FREE!

May Not Be Used for Monday or Thursday Lunch Buffets
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18 SILVER STREET WATERVILLE
TUESDAY ~ SUNDAY 4PM~1AM
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18 BELOW RAW BAR~GRILL~LOUNGE
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CuiStrw , with Salad Fruit and dessert Bars

AMAZING FARE... PLEASING ATMOSPHERE... CORRECT SERVICE...
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What better place to dine over
the holidays than at the
Super China Buffet?

Come Join Us on Thanksgiving for a Full Dinner Buffet All Day L ong. Including

All Items Listed On This Menu Are Fresh, Never Frozen, Locally Procured
When Possible From Maine Farmers & Fishermen. Enjoy!

THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY, DRESS CASUALLY

It's a good year to catch your breat h
The
& ca,m y°ur nerves
rriendly Rabbit loves sharing
meals with friends
& family.
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Feminist guerilla reclaims the arts for all

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Guerilla Girls activist Frida Kahlo discussed the gendergap in art appreciation and her organization's attempt to end it
By YANA MAYAYEVA
NEWS STAFF

On Monday, Nov. 7, a furtrimmed Fnda Kahlo flung a
"magical banana" across Given
Auditorium , one that she claimed
had the power to turn you into
a feminist. Her use of the "f
word—feminist—did not stop
there , as she described her work
as the co-founder of the Guerilla
Girls , a group of "gorilla-masked
feminist avengers—anonymous
activists who work under the assumed names of dead female artists—who tackle sexism and racism in the art world and beyond,
through poster campaigns, billboards , books and presentations ."
The Guerilla Girls started in
response to the 1985 Museum
of Modern Art exhibit , "An
International Survey of Painting and Scul pture ," which onl y
showcased 13 female artists out
of a total of 169. Upon further
research they were appalled
to find just how pervasive this
state of inequality was , and so
they decided to circulate two
controversial posters around
New York City 's SoHo district.
"Who knew the two posters
would cause a major conflict
or lead to hundreds of others?
Who knew we would end up in-

side the very museums that we
criticized?" Kahlo said.
The feminist superheroes now
call themselves "the conscience
of the art world," and they 've cho-

It felt so good
to ridicule
and belittle a
system that
excluded us.
There was
also that stale
idea that
feminists don't
have a sense
of humor.
Paula Modersohn-Becker
The Guerilla Girls

sen humor as their activist form
of choice. From an interview in
their first book, Confessions of
the Guerrilla Girls, published in
1995, a member under the pseudonym Paula Modersohn-Becker
commented, "Our situation as
women and artists of color in the

art world was so pathetic, all we
could do was make fun of it. It felt
so good to ridicule and belittle a
system that excluded us. There
was also that stale idea that feminists don't have a sense of humor."
Indeed, Kahlo's presentation
showcased the group's intelligent
wit and sarcasm. Even her presentation of herself was a humorous
display, as she entered the talk clad
in all black and sporting a woolly
gorilla mask with an open mouth,
fangs hanging out, eyes all to be
revealed to the audience as she
casually sipped on an orange silly
straw so as to not wet her fur. The
same type of humor is prevalent
in the poster, billboard and book
campaigns that Kahlo highlighted,
such as the 1988 "The Advantages
of Being A Woman Artist" poster.
"Not having to choke on those big
cigars or paint in Italian suits," and
"being reassured that whatever
type of art you make will be labeled
feminine," are just two of the sentiments the poster features.
Others, such as the 1995 "Do
Women Have to be Naked to get
into the Met. Museum" poster, call
attention to such striking statistics
like, "Less than 5 percent of the
artists in the modern art sections
are women, but 85 percent of the
nudes are female." The poster accompanies this fact with a visual of

Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres'
"Grande Odalisque," wearing the
group's signature gorilla mask.
Kahlo also discussed the
group's focus on gender inequality in Hollywood. The group
rented billboards blocks away
from where the Academy Awards
were held in 2002 to present ads
stating, "The Anatomically Correct Oscar: He's White and Male
Just Like the Guys Who Win," and
"Unchain the Women Directors,"
which displayed a fettered King
Kong look-alike in a hot pink
dress clutching an Oscar.
The Guerilla Girls also publish
books, which Kahlo elaborated
on in her presentation. The Guerrilla Girls' Bedside Companion to
the History of Western Art , published in 1998, discusses some of
the female artists who, despite her
talent, are often excluded from
traditional art history textbooks.
Others, such as Bitches, Bimbos
and Ballbreakers: The Guerilla
Girls' Illustrated Guide to Female
Stereotypes, published in 2003,
deconstructs stereotypes such as
the dumb blonde, the Barbie, the
"bitch" etc. Upon discussing the
"bitch" in particular, Kahlo implored the audience to reassess
whether being a bitch is such a
bad thing, and called out for the
"bitches of the world to unite."
Their most recent book. The Guerrilla Girls' Hysterical Herstory of

Hysteria and How it Was Cured
published in 2010, explains somiS
of the ways the female body ha:s
been treated over the centuries.
To close the presentation, Kah
lo asked for a male, feminist vol
unteer from the audience to helj >
her put on a short skit depicting ;

Invent your
own way of
becoming an
activist, an
artist. Invent
your own way
of becoming a
feminist.
Frida Kahlo
The Guerilla Girls

a telephone conversation Villagt
Voice reporter Elizabeth Hess had1
with art dealer Arnold Glimchei
about the New York Times Magazine feature of his "Art World AllStars," and the lack of any female:I
within this group. The Guerillai
Girls created a poster addressing this front cover, declaringI
"Hormone Imbalance. Melanin
Deficiency," under the original

photograph , which was what
originally inspired Hess to reach
out to Glimcher.
lsmael Perez '13 volunteered
and was instead surprised to find
that Kahlo wanted him to crossdress in a strapless pink minidress (which he thought was a
skirt) and a headband with a bow.
As the Guerilla Girl pretended
to smoke her cigar, Perez did
his best "girl voice," and the two
acted out what Kahlo described
to be "an important moment in
contemporary art history" Not
surprisingly, the dialogue pointed out some of the sexism and
bigotry in the art world.
In her summary, Kahlo reviewed what it was she wanted the audience to take away
from the presentation: "Realize .
change doesn't just happen—
we've been at this for 26 years,"
she said. "Invent your own way
of becoming an activist , an artist. Invent your own way of becoming a feminist."
At both the beginning of the
presentation and at its end Kahlo
did a quick poll of the number of
people in the audience who identified themselves as a feminist.
She stated her goal was to "change
people's mind about the T word
as many believe in the tenets, but
don't identify with the word. This
is the great civil rights movement
of our time."

CHRIS KASPRAIVTHE COLBY ECHO

sexism and bigotry in the art world.
lsmael Perez '13joined Kahlo on stage to act out a dialogueexploring the pervasive

Pane-Funahashi duo: an auditory spectacle

CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO

Steve Pane and Yuri Funahashi shook the walls of Given Auditorium during their p iano duo performance.

By TYLER HARLEY
NEWS STAFF
As the seats of Given Auditorium filled on the evening
ul" Friday, Nov . 4 , the audience
watched with anticipation at
the two grand pianos positioned side by side in the center
of the floor. When the two performers , Steven Pane and Assistant Professor of Music Yuri
Lily Funahashi , emerged from
the wing and took their seats ,

the crowd waited with baited
breath. After a brief setup, the
duo jumped rig ht into the first
part of the length y "Romeo and
Juliet Suite Op. 64." The introductory piece , entitled "Folk
Song," made the incredible synchronization the two pianists
had with one another instantl y
apparent. With a light , airy
skip, Pane and Funahashi went
back and forth with perfect coordination , as one 's notes joined
with the other 's to produce a vibrant Russian folk tune.

The Pane-Funahashi duo was
created in 1990 and features
Pane , a faculty member at the
University of Maine Farmington , and his wife Funahashi ,
a faculty member here on the
Hill. The duo has performed
at several prestigious concert
halls over the years, including
the Kenned y Center in Washington , D.C. and the Saratoga
Performing Arts Center in
Saratoga Springs, NY.
Sergei Prokofiev(1891-1953) of
Russia composed the ballet "Ro-

meo and Juliet Suite" (1937). This
performance was an arrangement
done by Funahashi herself—that
she completed while pursuing her
Ph.D. at Julliard.
The pianists progressed to
the second piece, "Young Juliet." The pianos jump between
the rapid pace of the youthful Juliet and a slow, wistful
foreshadowing of the traged y
to come. The flat notes dance
around , forming a mix that was
both carefree and melanchol y.
In the third piece, "Dance of
the Knights ," the low notes
marched at a steady pace, with
a stabbing staccato. The music
had a strange dark , ominous
fury to it , a fury that was replicated by the jerky bod y language of Pane and Funahashi.
"Dance" strong ly contrasted
with the fourth piece , "Romeo
Bids Juliet Farewell ," a very
beautiful and serene piece.
The duo incorporated a few
technological advances in their
performance. Each p iano had an
iPad resting on it , from which the
musicians read the sheet music.
At each of their feet by the pedals
was a black Bluetooth controller that would change the pages
at the tap of a foot. This allowed
for uninterrupted p laying until ,
in the fifth and final part , "Finale:
Death of Tybalt ," Funahashi's
iPad malfunctioned. Laughing,
the pair started the piece over.
After the onl y technical difficulty
in the show, they restarted the
intense, violent finale of the "Ro-

meo and Juliet Suite." With electrifying arpeggios and violent
bursts, the pair brought the Russian ballet to a close, followed by
a thunderous applause from the
awestruck audience.
Pane and Funahashi continued
the show with "Romance from
Suite No. 2 for Two Pianos, Op. 17,"
composed by Sergei Rachmaninoff

With electrifying
arpeggios and
violent bursts,
the pair brought
the Russian
ballet to a close,
followed by a
thunderous
applause from
the awestruck
audience.
(1873-1943). A much more standard piece musically in comparison to Prokofiev, this again showcased the masterful harmony of
the duo. The walls of Given echoed
with the graceful music.
To close the first half of the
show, the duo performed "Paganini Variations for Two Pianos
(1941)" by Polish composer Witold Lutoslawski (1913-1994). It

was a whirlwind of a performance,
with wildly changing tempos and
fiery cadenzas. The song resonated
pure emotion infused in the piece
by Pane and Funahashi.
After the intermission, the
couple returned to the stage
to perform Igor Stravinsky's
(1882-1971) three movements
from "Petrushka." A piece that
is demonstrative of Stravinsky's
modern, thrown-together style,
"Petrushka" is a wild mix of folk
and classical, telling a traditional
Russian folk tale of a puppet who
comes to life and develops emotions. The opening part , "Russian
Dance," was a very hectic tune
that featured a lot of free, dancing movement. The middle part ,
entitled "Petrushka" itself, was
described by Pane as "what puppets do when we're not watching."
Immediately, there was a distinct
notion that some sort of trouble
was brewing. Each piano part
had a sing-song, call-and-repeat
melody that they would throw
back and forth. The duo's grand
finale of the evening was the third
part, "The Shrove-Tide Fair." The
music was a proclamatory, modern jubilee. It culminated in two
very different melodies swirling
around each other, almost frenzied at times.
The evening 's performances
were a sampling of the beautiful yet turbulent Slavic music of
the 20th century. Pane and Funahashi played with such emotion and harmony that made for
a spectacular show.
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REVIEWS
Jeremiah Weed: a sweet alternative to beer

By Sam Clifford & Lindsay Putnam, Contributing Writer & Features Editor I

OMEGALEVEL.NET

Jeremiah Weed is a delicious alternative f o r non-beer lovers.
I

Drawn in by the sleek jetblack cans with elegant white
writing scrolled across the label,
our first experience with Jeremiah Weed was an unexpected
one. The malt beverages, which
come in three equally-tempting
flavors—Lig htning Lemonade,
Roadhouse Tea and Spiked
Cola—remain relatively unknown on the Hill, still surprisingly outnumbered by student
allegiance to other popular malt
beverages such as Twisted Tea
and Mike's Hard Lemonade.
Jeremiah Weed, a brand
owned and marketed by Diageo,
offers drinkers worldwide a taste
of the South through its sweet
tea vodka and bourbon, as well
as the malt beverage options.
The company came to be in the
earl y 1980s in thehills of eastern
Kentucky and Tennessee. The
three malt beverage flavors were

introduced earlier this year, and
two new brews were launched
recently in the UK: Jeremiah
Weed Sour Mash Brew, which
has a bourbon taste, and Jeremiah Weed Root Beer, with
a ginger taste. The band Dos
Gringos, singer Gary Jules and
folk singer Eric Nassau all promote the brand through songs
bearing Jeremiah Weed's name,
while The Adam Carolla Podcast also extensively promotes
the product.
The decision to sample the
drinks was not a hard one. The
cost for a six-pack of 12-ounce
cans is reasonable, coming in
at under nine dollars at most
local grocery or liquor stores.
23.5-ounce "man cans" can also
be purchased at most major gas
stations. Jeremiah Weed also
have an edge over their major
competitors in alcohol content:

Jeremiah Weed packs in a stiff
5.8 percent alcohol, while Mike's
Hard Lemonade and Twisted
Tea both clock in with five percent alcohol content per volume.
From the moment we set
our eyes on the cans, they just
screamed out, "Drink me as fast
as you can." While we didn't
exactly do that, the cans were
cracked quickly and often. Sam's
first can was gone before we even
leftthe Alfond Apartment's parking lot, and my first can went
down not too long after. Readers
may be thinking to themselves,
"What 's the big deal? It's just another malt beverage for those that
don't like beer," but it's so much
more than that. The Lightning
Lemonade flavor went down
smoothly and quickly, a taste
that marked all signs of alcohol
content at all—so drink with care
and remember that you really
are consuming alcohol. The delicious taste of Jeremiah Weed's
Lightning Lemonade makes the
sharpness of Mike's Hard Lemonade seem like vodka. We split
the six-pack, which provides just
the right amount of alcohol for a
quiet night in with friends.
Alas, like most sugary mixed
drinks, Jeremiah Weed does have
one downfall. Consumption of
too many cans leads to a sugarinduced hangover the following
morning, so drink with care to
avoid any stomach or headaches.
Still, Jeremiah Weeds are a moderately priced option that packs
a little more alcohol and a lot
more flavor than your average
malt beverage. Pick some up this
weekend and show your liver a
little southern hospitality.

LOOSE CANON: A GUIDE TO THE FILMS YOU D1DNT EVEN KNOW YOU LOVED

Filmsofthenearfuture

.a Fratellis underwhelming Psycho Jukebox

I

By Devin O'Brien, News Staff

In the boundless sea of
overproduced records and impotent pop/rock musicians being spat out of the mainstream
these days. The Fratellis have
always managed to stay dry.
Their twisting melodies were
unpredictable and their raucous anthems fired up hockey
fans while still garnering the
appreciation of people 'who
understand that The Beatles
are the greatest band of all
time. Their frontman Ion
Fratelli was their edge—a raspy
voice rising through a choir
of eunuchs—but he left more
than his band mates behind
in the creation of his solo debut . Psycho Jukebox. Repetitive
songs beat Fratelli 's good ideas
to death and overproduction
irons out the fantastic wrinkle The Fratellis pressed into
the mainstream. It's not that
the album is horrible, but it 's
like drinking Natty Light—it 's
bear?ble listening if you like
listening a lot—it 's simple, watered down enough of it is unsettling to the stomach.
An annoying drum machine
with a static and fuzzy snare
hauls the track "Daddy Won't
Pay Your Bill" over its shoulder and carries it through a
stagnant four minutes of wishing Fratelli had hired a real
drummer. A midi piano blurts
out choppy eighth notes, and
the only real instrument being
played—Fratelli 's acoustic guitar—is barel y audible through
the overproduced slab of sound.
The melody is uninteresting
and could just as easily be sung
by a five-year-old attempting

to express the simplicity of his
thoughts in melodic form. A
bell effect chiming at the beginning of the chorus alerts
listeners that the only dynamic
part of the song has arrived
as Fratelli chops some pauses
into the chorus line , "I know
you don't mean it to sound this
strange," reminding us of his
unique ear for negative space
in melody. When he continues ,
"I know you're just misunderstood ," Fratelli effectively transforms a Fratelli fan into the

This album is
where Fratelli's
career should
have started.
vocalist and himself into the
subject of his lyric as the song
draws to a welcome end.
Though tracks like "Dadd y
Won't Pay Your Bill" checker
the album, "Baby We're Refugees" rearranges the largel y
clumsy pieces of his new sound
into good music. Fratelli shifts
the perspective to the first person and allows his voice and
guitar to take the wheel from
the plastic-sounding effects and
production in earlier tracks to
drive the song home. The track
opens with a refreshing authenticity in the faltering of Fratelli's
voice and the tremble of his
grainy vibrato. There's a beating
heart behind his lyrics as he describes a lonesome night where

"the red light fades and the sun
won't shine / try to chase these
ghosts from this heart of mine."
A quick bridge with a minor
and longing tone over which
Fratelli wails, "Take me down
where the people carry roses /
take me down where the street
signs know me inside out ," sets
up a chorus in which Fratelli ,
harmonizing with a shaky female voice, begs, - "Carry me
home." He cries out for escape
from a life under red lig hts.
The sounds are soaked in cheap
wine and seem to emerge from
a hazy soul reeling in the small
hours of the morning.
It 's this sound that Fratelli
successfully conjures up—
though sparingly—in tracks
like "Oh Shangri-La" and
"Caveman"—anthems
that
glow in neon light , smell like
the end of a bender and twinkle before the dawn as they
portray a man making a companion of the night.
This album is where Fratelli's
career should have started. His
sound is not the only thing that
misses the company of his band—
his person, too, seems to be longing for something gone. When
Fratelli sings, "This jukebox don't
play no Sinatra / It just curses all
night long," in "Oh Shangri-La," he
does well to describe his EP—the
"Frank" is gone from The Fratellis of the past. Nonetheless, Psycho
Jukebox has some highlights, and
at the end of the day, Jon Fratelli's
noteworthy songwriting intermittently shimmers through his
rather unsuccessful experiment
and might be worth a listen—orat
least a play as background music.

FUNNY GUY, FRONT AND CENTER

history. This is the same guy who
made a black and white -film in
1980 (oh, by the way, Raging Bull
salvaged a coke-addled career).
So, while 3D seems like a flagrant
offense to film purists , Scorsese
aims to lend it some legitimacy.
In a New York Times article, he
made it extremely clear that 3D is
no new thing. In the 1950s, when
Marty was just a young tyke, 3D
films were his favorite.
Hugo is adapted from a novelcomic amalgam that chronicles
the adventures of an orphan boy
and his wind-up automaton in a
Parisian railway station. It 's based
on the life and films of turn of
the century filmmaker-magician
George Melies—coincidentally,
the filmmaker credited with
bringing special effects into film.

MUPPET.WIKIA.COM

The Muppets characters geared up for their return to theaters this November.

up on Adam Sandler (oh, wait).
So, we used the Delorean to track
down Bill and Ted, who let us borrow their phone booth. We dialed
in the digits of some highly anticipated films and decided to share
some of what we saw.
By MIKE SOUTHARD &
SAM DEERAN
FILM COLUMNISTS

In this column , we typicall y
highlig ht films that have directly
or indirectl y inspired the most
cherished and popular movies
of contemporary cinema. Instead of looking into the past ,
this week will look to the future.
We're doing this, in part , because
this is the calm before Oscar season—and as such, the best thing
out there is Jack and Jill , another
sidesplitter from perennial sellout Adam Sandler.
So, to the future! How you ask?
We took H.G. Wells' time machine back to see Marty McFly,
who let us borrow his Delorean.
The Delorean would've been fine,
but it always seems to be breaking
down, and we didn't want to get
stuck in some alternate universe
where someone refuses to give

Like Crazy
Limited Release Oct. 28
This is one of those movies
that rely on exploring the cliches. Like Crazy is to young romance as Blue Valentine was to
adult romance. It 's the story of
two college kids (one American ,
one British) experimenting with
young love (or limerence, you
decide). Critics say it's touching, but falling in love? We don't
know, doesn't seem much like
college. Again , you decide.
Don't feel betrayed by the
limited release. You can expect
to see this at Railroad Square at
some point , maybe around Valentine 's Day.
Hugo
3D Theatrical Release Nov. 23
At first glance, Martin Scorsese's decision to go 3D seems like
a pretty mighty reversal of film

The Muppets
Theatrical Release Nov. 23
For anyone who saw Forgetting Sarah Marshall and its magical Muppets-inspired Dracula
sequence. The Muppets has been
long anticipated. Starring Jason
Segal and Amy Adams, this is one
of those movies that's being marketed as a family movie, but like
Up or Toy Story, it'll code wit and
irony for adults amongst slapstick
for the kids. From the looks of
the trailer, though, the slapstick is
nothing to belittle.

Portland comedian Bob Marley cracked a joke about Maine for a crowd of students in Page Commons

ANNUAL WORLD VISION SONG CONTEST

Mission Impossible 4:
Ghost Protocol
Theatrical Release Dec. 16th
Well, the trailer is basicall y
a montage to an Eminem song.
You can 't blame the producers; most kids these days don 't
know who Ethan Hunt is. Yet,
the spectacular visuals and that
familiar theme song at the trailer 's end are enough to remind
those of us who grew up idolizing (then hating) Tom Cruise
that these blockbusters deliver.
M J . 4 will be a hig h-octane ,
gripp ing spy movie. It boasts
the addition oiHurt Locker star
Jeremy Renner.
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Languageassistantsjoinedforces with students to sing songs and give performances in celebration of linguistic diversity

In defense
of #Twitter

FOOTBALL TAKES DOWN TUFTS

ANNA IHIN/THE COLBY ECHO

Football linebacker Henry Nelson 15 and defensive back Derrick Beasiey 'IS take dawn the Tufts ball carrier in the Mules ' game on Saturday

Write for the Echo!

COLBY WOODSMEN

We're looking for sports writers for
the upcoming winter season.
The commitment is one article
per week, and standouts will be
considered for paid positions.

You probably
thought
#hastags
looked
#stupid and
140-character
limits served
no purpose.

E-mail rbyee@colby.edu or
strankle@colby.edu if interested.
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Matthew D Bowc, Esq

Defending clients in
OUI, drug and

al cohol possession
and other civil and
criminal offenses.
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Eru Baish 12 competes in the disc stack during Parents ' Weekend.

CENTRAL MAINE
1-95

I was wrong about Twitter. You
probably were, too. Hell, there's
a good chance you're still wrong
about Twitter. That 's why I'm
writing this.
If you're anything like me, and
you probably are, you thought
Twitter was for the birds (...see
what I did there?) Why should I
care that @justinbieber is tying
his shoes or (a ap lusk (Ashton
Kutcher) just had a cheeseburger?
Isn 't it just another place to post
a status? Why do I need a @facebook without pictures? You probably thought flhashtags looked
#stupid and 140-character limits
served no purpose.
I' m just going to go ahead
and tell you that you are or were
wrong. I'll pull a Civil Discourse and say you should' ve
understood it before you judged
it. Like 1 said before , I was wrong
I' ve
too, but
changed ,
and
that 's why I' m
the one aboard
the
Twitterian
high horse. To
be sure , there
are those who
tweet
about
cheeseburgers
and shoelaces. In
reality, the most
common culprits
of these types
of vapid tweets
are your friends.
They 'll probably
spend a lot of time tweeting
about how drunk they 're going to get this weekend or how
drunk they got last weekend.
Don 't follow them (it's much
less of a social faux pas then it
would be to deny a Facebook
friend request). Twitter is first
and foremost an informationsharing p latform , and there 's a
whole world of fun to be had.
Even if you 're not ready or
willing to produce content in
the Twltterverse, never fear. It 's
all about who you follow. Twitter 's best positive externality
is the communities it creates when everyone in your timeline
(the equivalent of your news
feed) is talking about the same
thing, it gels pretty awesome.
The community I find myself

in is amongst the dedicated,
stats-oriented baseball blogosphere that makes up ray little
corner of the Internet. If there 's
some crazy trade, play or game,
there 's an entertaining, enlightening, and often hilarious conversation about it , all amongst
knowledgeable, real people.
During the absolutely nuts game
six of the World Series, there
was one point where I counted
18 straight tweets reacting to
Cardinals' third baseman David
Freese 's heroics before I saw
one that wasn't in alt-caps. And
better yet , it isn 't just a onesided conversation—if I want
to know the correlation between
Pitch F/ .X bias and park effects,
for example, I'll just send a
tweet to Baseball Prospectus
blogger @cwyers. Chances are
very good that he'll answer.
That 's unique to Twitter.
And it 's certainly not just
baseball fandom that 's enhanced by Twitter; like StumbleUpon , all areas of interest
are represented. Are you a tech
geek? Follow @mashable and
@mattpeckham.
Political junkies
will be all about
@fivethirtyeight
and
@pourmecoffee.
And
@ m e n t a I _ floss
and @OMGfacts
are never-ending
sources of didyou-know tidbits.
To catch up on
the
uproarious
(fictional) antics
of Kaptain Karl
Welzein and his
lusty hunt for
megababes, follow the wonderfully named @dadboner. Keep
up with Colby goings-on with
@colbygrlproblems and @inthecac. Most importantly, follow
your favorite Echo sportswriters
@tirribadtweets and @rob_yee.
The point is, Twitter is awesome. It 's made me laugh way,
way too many times for me
to count. It's made me think
about baseball , people, life
and everything in between. It 's
made me cry. Yes, I actually
sat in my car and cried when
@d_a_cameron , a writer for
the blog fangraphs.com , tweeted that he 'd been diagnosed
with Leukemia.
So make like the twitter.com
home page tells you and follow
your interests. You'll sure as hell
be glad you did.
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Patriots' future uncertain
We learned a lot about the
New England Patriots team this
week. After being dominated
by the Pittsburgh Steelers—a
team the Pats usually beat—
the Patriots took on the New
York Giants this past Sunday.
On a day when the defense finally showed up (at least for
one half; baby steps, people),
Tom Brady played poorly, and
that 's being polite. I don 't care
that he had over 300 yards and
two touchdowns (TDs). He
also had another two interceptions and a fumble that led to
a combined 10 points , much
larger than the eventual margin
of victory for New York.
Clearly this stretch, starting
with the Rob Ryan-led Cowboys , has exposed the onceprolific Pats offense. Brady
threw for a lot of yards and a
pair of scores , but he never re-

ally looked comfortable in the
pocket as the Giants managed
to app ly some pressure, but
not enough that I would expect
him to fold.
This was a decidedly uninspired performance by the
offense despite the stat lines
after the final whistle. Rob
Gronkowski and Wes Welker
both had productive days, surprising no one. The big man
had eight catches for 101 yards
and a very clutch TD catch in
the fourth quarter (after dropping passes on second and
third down), while the little
man hauled in nine balls for
136 yards. Aaron Hernandez
still doesn 't look like the Dallas Clark-esque weapon that
he was before his knee injury
earlier this year, and at such a
physical position , we may not
see him back at 100 percent
until next year.
Chad Ochocinco had his
most exciting, and disappointing, day since joining the club.
He was targeted five times and
had exactly zero catches. The
interesting thing is that only
one or maybe two of those
are on him; Brady just flat out

missed him on the other three,
including one where he beat
the corner on a post and was
wide open for a TD. Brady underthrew it and was lucky he
wasn 't picked again.
Eli Manning threw for 250
yards and two TDs while also
throwing a pick. His QB rating of 77.9 was far below his
season average, which was
over 100 before kickoff. So
don 't blame this game on the
defense. Ten points off turnovers, and of that , seven came
on a TD run by Brandon Jacobs after Brady fumbled at
the Pats ' 10. The D also had a
huge stop in the end zone when
Kyle Arrington—who is probabl y having the most invisible
five-pick season of any Patriot
defensive back since Asante
Samuel—p icked
off
Manning after a fumble by Julian
Edelman (funny, he doesn 't
seem to have a problem holding on to things at Halloween
parties). Brandon "I ain 't got
nothing positive to say " Jacobs
had a respectable 18 carries
for 72 yards and a TD, which
could hardly be called a gamebreaking performance.

No, the D didn 't dominate ,
and yes, the Giants did mount
their two best drives in the
fourth quarter, but if the Pats
had won this game, the D
would have gotten the lionshare of the credit.
This game is on the offense.
The Patriots must outscore opponents to win games, everyone and their senile grandma
who still thinks that West Point
is going to win the national
championship on the legs of
Gerald Ford knows that. Apparently somebody forgot to
tell Tom Brady that. The season is hardly over, but for a
team that looked on its way
to the AFC title game it now
looks more like a leaky ship
that is going to have to fight
for theit playoff lives.
What if this team makes the
playoffs? Who knows. I don 't
want to think that far ahead.
Next week's Sunday night
game in New York against
Sexy Rexy and the New
York Jets is not a must-win ,
but if the Pats lose , they
would fall to 5-4 and would
be looking up at two teams
in the division.

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

Caitlin Burchill '12
SPORT:
Volleyball
POSITION:

COLBY SAILING PLACES SIXTH IN BOSTON

"I

Outside hitter
HOMETOWN:
Walpole, Mass.

J
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Career
defensive digs

WHY: Burchill notched 10 kills and 10 digs during Colby's 3-0 loss to Bowdoin in the NESCAC
quarterfinals. The senior co-captain finished her
career as a Mule with 656 kills and 1,119 defensive digs. Burchill placed second on the team
this season with 214 kills. She also led the team
with 293 defensive digs and served 19 aces.
The volleyball team improved its record to 11-15
on the year, including three wins in the NESCAC.

BY THE NUMBERS

¦

20: Colby women 's basketball's national preseason ranking in the USA Today/ESPN poll ,
as voted by head coaches at other Division III
institutions.
198: Total offensive yards gained by Tufts University 's football team , a testament to Colby 's
defensive efforts.
COURTESY OF PHILLIP HUSSEY

Marcus Josefsson 13 and Chrissy Besheer '15 race at the NEISA No Ringer Regatta in Boston this past weekend. Colby p laced sixth out of 10 teams.

Mistakes and volleyball

Last December, I wrote an
article in the Echo 's Joke Issue about Colby 's volleyball
team. The idea
of the article
was to imitate a
piece from The
Onion in which 1
would joke about
the team 's lackluster season. It
was a mistake. It
wasn 't the first
or last mistake
I' ve made.
Mistakes come
in all forms. Sometimes
mistakes
are
spontaneous. Sometimes
it takes a perfect
storm to make a
mistake. The latter was the case
in my article. Although the article
was misguided to
begin with, it became worse as the
night progressed.
That night , 1 had to pull one article for, frankly, being hilariously
not funny. Then, another article
never found an author. What was
originally 300 words became

close to 600 as I stretched further
and further for cruder and cruder
content. This is not a defense; it 's
merely a statement of what happened and how mistakes can grow
out of almost nothing to define a
person for a time.
With the NBA season in a lockout,
meaningful football being played
just one or two days per week, and
hockey unable to find a strong television audience, morning episodes
of
SportsCenter
are more focused
on mistakes than
ever. The Boston
Red Sox drank
beer in the clubhouse.
Mistake.
The NBA players
turned down a 51
percent
revenue
deal. Mistake. You
surely remember
when Tiger Woods'
infidelities in 2009
dominated headlines from ESPN
to CNN. These are
mistakes for which
we crucify the perpetrators.Ask yourself if that is fair.
Of course it 's
not. You and I
have no idea what
was going on in
Tiger 's marriage.
Nobody stops and
thinks , "Wait, maybe Tiger really
has a problem." Does that make
cheating OK? Obviously not. But
it also should make people stop
and think before they launch per-

Last December, I wrote
an article in
the Echo 's
Joke Issue
about Colby's
volleyball
team....It was
a mistake. It
wasn't the
first or last
mistake
I've made.

sonal attacks on someone whom
they don't know at all.
In the article , I joked about
the players ' ability to "annoy " those present with their
screaming
and
yelling after every point. I knew
that this is part
of volleyball culture , but I figured it 'd make
for a good joke.
It
obviously
didn 't, and I was
wrong anyway.
As a member of the tennis
team, I was paired
with
volleyball
and men 's basketball as brothersister teams and
was able to make
it to the gym for a few volleyball games. No team on campus
encourages its teammates quite
like the volleyball team: every
point, win or lose. This is especially evident in senior co-captain Caitlin Burchill , who physically and emotionally dominates
the gym. She works harder than
any Colby athlete I 've ever
seen , never takes a point off
and takes the blame for on-court
mistakes she didn 't make. That
is not a player who should be
made fun of.
ESPN's Bill Simmons, writing
about Tiger Woods in April this
year, said, "I want my son to knowthat people screw up, that nobody is perfect, that you can learn

from your foibles. I want my son
to watch Tlie Natural someday,
hear Roy Hobbs say, "Some mistakes you never stop paying for,"
and know that it's not just words
in a movie. I want
my son to know
that you haven 't
lived until you've
fought back, that
you haven 't won
until you 've lost,
that you can't understand what it 's
like to relish something until you've
suffered, too."
Some
mistakes you never
stop paying for.
This one, I think ,
I will. Others, I
know 1 won't.
This fall, Colby 's volleyball team improved
its record to 3-7 in the New
England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
and 11-15 overall. Three wins
in the toughest conference in
all of Division III places a
team in a class that few in the
nation can reach. The Mules
fell to top-seeded Bowdoin
College this past weekend in
the NESCAC playoffs, ending
their season.
Congratulations to tlie volleyball team—as well as all of
the other fall sports teams—on
a successful fall season. And for
my fellow seniors: you 've won,
you've lost , you 've suffered.
Now relish it.

Some
mistakes you
never stop
paying for.
This one, I
think , I will.
Others, I
know I won't.

1119: Total career digs recorded by senior volleyball co-captain Caitlin Burchill , who , along
with fellow senior co-captain Mackie Sewall ,
played in her last match this past weekend
again Bowdoin College .

@timbadtweets
presents; a.
defense of Twitter

Patriots suffer
Second straight
loss, season in flux
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Football wins third straight XC 4th, 11th
at ECAC
By ZACH HARTNETT
STAFF WRITER

in the first half. We regrouped at
halftime and just told them to relax and settle down," he said.
The Mules heeded Mestieri*s
advice and took the lead late in
the third quarter on a fourth and
goal conversion from the oneyard line by Ian Leitch '14. After

Kmetz extended the Colby
lead with an 11-yard touchdown rush—his second of
the day—midway through the
fourth quarter.
With the insurance touchdown
making it 20-10, it was up to the
defense to stand tall for the rest

ground. The Mules also received
20-plus yard contributions from
Kmetz, Ian Borthwick '12 and
Luke Duncklee *15. Kmetz completed 16 passes for 183 yards.
Robert Turner '12J had 64 yards
receiving followed closely by
Michael Lahiff ' 13 with 59. Ryan

The Colby football team put
forth another impressive showing in its home finale on Saturday,
taking down Tufts 20-10 for its
third straight win.
After a disappointing 0-4 start
to the season, the Mules have
come on as of late and have a
chance to salvage a .500 record
and claim the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin (CBB) championship when
they travel to Bowdoin next Saturday, Nov. 12, in the season finale. After beating Bates last week,
Colby earned a share of the CBB
championship and could win its
first outright title since 2004.
After allowing a Tufts touchdown on the opening drive, the
Colby defense buckled down and
allowed only a single field goal
the rest of the game. Highlighted
by sophomore Christian Romano's
two interceptions, Colby held the
Jumbos to under 200 total yards,
compared to 360 for the Mules.
Stingy defense has been crucial in
the win streak; Colby's opponents
have averaged only 10 points per
game over the last three weeks.
Senior tri-captain Nick Kmetz,
one of 17 seniors playing their
final game on Seavems Field,
equaled the score at seven later in
CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO
the first cfuarter with the first of his
Phillip Amato 13 nearly comes away with an interception during Colby 's 20-10 win over Tufts University.
two touchdown runs, this one from
17 yards out. The first half ended
10-7 in favor of Tufts after a field junior Spencer Gopaul's lunging of the game in order to secure the VeiUette * 13 led Colby defensively
goal early in the second quarter put effort at the end of his eight-yard win. Romano's crucial second in- with nine tackles and two sacks.
the Jumbos out in front once again. run came up just short of the end- terception came in the Colby end Henry Nelson '15 also had eight
Coach Ed Mestieri expressed zone, the Mules were stuffed at zone, a stellar play that kept the tackles and a forced fumble.
some disappointment with the the goal line twice before they de- Colby lead at 10.
Colby will play Bowdoin Colfirst-half performance. "I think cided to roll the dice and go for
Gopaul led a balanced Colby lege in the final game of the season
we lost our composure a little bit the lead on fourth down.
rushing attack with 57 yards on the on Saturday in Brunswick, Maine.

By SARAH TRANKLE
SPORTS EDITOR

This past weekend, the women 's and men 's cross country
teams competed at the Eastern
College Athletic Conference
(ECAC) Division III Championships in Williamstown, Mass.
Although both teams rested their
top seven runners in anticipation
of this week's National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
New England Regional Qualifier,
the Mules still performed well on
the road with the women earning
fourth place and the men earning
11th place out of 40 teams.
On the women's side, Abby
Cheniiyot ' 12 ran the six-kilometer course in 24:21 to gamer 26th
place in the race at Mount Greylock High School on Saturday,
Nov. 5. Anna Doyle '15 came in
30th place with a time of 24:29
and was followed closely by Michaela Swiatek '15 in 38th place
(24:43), Emily Harper '15 in 40th
place (24:47), Sylvia Doyle '12
in 41st place (24:47), Maeve Mc-

Govem '14 in 47th p lace (24:54)
and Morgan Lingar '13 in 56th
place (25:03). Overall, the women
tallied a team score of 175 to earn
fourth place behind Middlebury
College, Williams College and
Tufts University, respectively.
For the men, Chris Greenlee
'14 led the pack of Mules with
a time of 28:07.70 on the eightkilometer course, good for 60th
place. John Williams '13 earned
65th place with a time of 28:18.84
while Tom Letoumeau '13
grabbed 77th place (28:32.81).
Justin Rouse '12 rounded out the
top 100 runners with 99th place
and a time of 28:32.81, and Paco
DeFrancis '14 followed closely
behind with a time of 29:01.54
and a 102nd place finish. With
a score of 398, the men secured
11th place at the meet.
On Saturday, Nov. 12, both the
men's and women's cross country
teams will travel south to Brunswick, Maine to compete in the
New England Division ITJ Championships. The top finishers will
qualify for the NCAA Division III
Championships on Nov. 19.

Volleyball out of NESCACs

Mules f all to
Bowdoin in
quarterf inals

'effort," as each Mule fought
hard against their rival school.
Senior
captain
Caitlin Burchill
had 10 kills and
10 digs in the
match , bringing
CHLOE
MARMET
her
career total to
By
STAFF WRITER
1,119 defensive
digs and 656 kills.
Colby
volley ball
ended
Senior
coa solid season with a loss captain Mackie
to
top-seeded
Bowdoin Sewall ended her
College in the quarterfinals career as a Mule
of the New England Small with 367 kills
College Athletic Conference and 125 blocks
(NESCAC)
playoff over the course
tournament.
The
eighth- of her three years
seeded Mules were defea'ed on the team.
Junior Maggie
in three straight sets in their
match on Friday, Nov. 4 in Taylor finished
Brunswick , Maine.
Friday 's match
Coach Candice Parent called with six kills and sophomores
the loss "a balanced offensive Kate Pleasants and Lily

Kramlich- Taylor had
five
kills each. On defense, junior
Emily Varni led
the team with
16 digs, while
Taylor
and
Pleasants
each
had 10 di gs in
the match.
Colby
started
off the first set of
the match a little
disorganized ,
Bowdoin
giving
a number of free
points. "We really
did not pass die
ball well in those
first two sets, and
that limited us
offensively," Parent
said. However, the
Mules did manage to hold their own
defensively and made Bowdoin

Colby volleyball ended a
solid season
with a loss to
top-seeded
Bowdoin
College in the
NESCAC
playoff
tournament.

fight for points. Parent continued,
"It felt as though we played one
of the scrappiest matches we have
played all year. There were some
unbelievable rallies and incredible
defensive digs by just about
everyone on our team."
Reaffirming her satisfaction
with the team's performance
against Bowdoin, who went on to
win the NESCAC title, Parent said,
"We really went down fighting."
The toss ended what has been
a great season for the Mules,
who made the playoffs with
their 3-1 win over Wesleyan
University on Oct. 29. "It was
great to be back in the NESCAC
tournament," Parent said , "and
well-deserved by this team, as
they have worked very hard
in the off-season." The Mules
finished the season 11-15 overall
and 3-7 in the NESCAC.

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Anna Doyle'J5placed 30th out of 276 runners at the ECAC Championships.

Colby
On Deck
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
FOOTBALL AT BOWDOIN
SATURDAY AT 12:30 P.M.
FINAL GAME OF
REGULAR SEASON

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Junior outside hitter Maggie Taylor spikes the ball past the block of a Bates College opponent during a regular-season match

